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FOREWORD

This publication is destined. to Repair Shops and presents
the technical data, instructions and illustrations related to the
gasoline engine 105.615 fitted on Tractor 41131).

For the repair of the other tractor components, not discussed
herein, please refer to Overhaul and Repair Instructions of 480 B
series tractors (Prim 354.6%‘).

This publication is divided as follows:

I. Overhaul and adjustment of engine and its components;

II. The characteristics, performances and impiements of ’I"1'a<:-
tor 411 Rb.

NOTE:
Conversions of measures (from mm to in.) of the quoted ‘Figures are listed on page 66,
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ENGINE
DESCRIPTION

A four-511-@143, 0110 cycle, four-cylinder-in-line engine type 105.615, fitted on Tractor series
408 Rb.

Special-casting cylinder liners fitted in the crankcase and Water cooled.
Aluminum cylinder heads with cast iron inserted valve seats.
Steel counterweighted crankshaft, having integral Webs, bearing on three supports.
Thin-shell-type journal bearings at crankshaft and connecting-rod big ends, lined with anti-

friction metal.
Inlet and discharge valves controlled by rocker arms, push rods and tappets by camshaft,

located in the crankcase, and chain-driven by the crankshaft. "
A gear-type pump driven by the camshaft supplies pressure lubrication; circulation con-

trolled by adjustment valve in the main system fitted outside thelefl: crankcase side,“ The lubri-
cation system includes, in addition, a suction filter, directly connected to thepump suction and
a shunt cartridge-type filter. '

Water circulation engine-cooling by centrifugalpump and controlled. as engine is cooled, by
a thermostat fitted in the Water passage between cylinders and radiator.

Carburetor air through oil-bath filter, and gasoline ieeding by diaphragm-pump.
Solex non~frost horizontal intake type, provided of starting primer. _
Storage-battery-actuated ignition, the distributor being controlled by” the distribution shaft,

and ignition coil. ' -
Centrifugal-Weight governor controlling engine speed, fitted at generator armature spindle

rear-end. r ' r
Electrical-motor startidg, provided of electromagnetic clutch.

Fig. 1 - Engine mounted on iraolof.
as viewed from its left side.

I. Crankcase water drain-cock. - Z-
Pressure-gauge pipe. - 3. Fuel cock.
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11,
ze Remfivcl oi engine and clutch from tractor.

We Suggest the following procedure to remove the engine-clutch group from tractor‘

Removal of components. Procedure and cautions.

Rat!‘-_ Drain water from the cock found at radiator
‘ ‘ »' I _ support bottom and from the crankcase cock

;1‘§ é A ‘V ‘J; (1, 739- 1)!_h _; disconnect the headlamp cables and Temovg
the radiator grill;
dwoonnect the home clamps and remove the

£3-".—1( ¢_ radiator.

. A We
3 é; > ‘Ak_ ~%\ NOTE. - If tractor is fitted Iz.yd1'o~u1ic lift

. 5;H31 do not remove the pump io Zeke owcy the
rociicior, being sufficient:

- - E Y —_ A ,.,\ M ; , to remove the pump control-shaft sections
amen bolt;

—— to slzde pomllei to shaft axzs, towards theY V‘E .\‘. ->.=- re; -~ 1*I.=-:¢:,= 2 1 T‘ -=T1§T".‘ "5 o z‘ P '_ ,1-‘ ~-"4 .}f.-"-1-1'. .::;:,, _ f wj if ‘—‘*-—“'15 %___ v--R "‘ “M, ___fl_,r.,=‘%1J,;- pum;9, the shaft section connected ioifle
=;§i<¥7 > : l ‘ . “—: , - ;.T}-I ,, pulfey; V

A e inciizze rodioiocr towards engine, to takeFig. 2 - Engine mo1mtefl_- on’ tractor, viewirdjgrom iis __ _
_right Side. 1 5 away the end of shan connected to

_ :: ' ,5 7 ,, ——__ __,__,_ '~

The fuel tank. _ Shut fueZ cock (3, fig. E);
disconnect the bowl fiéier feed pipe and re-
move iacéic and its from‘ support.

Air cleaner, silencer and exhaust pipe (fig. 2). g ‘

J4 (E M- Qin C1 C7‘Batteries and joints (fig 3), Remove 15.». otieries from their support,
after firsily disconnecting the grounding cable,
after remove the feeding cable from generator
and stariing motor terminals.

1“-3 ’. Y! 2 - ‘ 1‘

‘“ ...¢' '-=3:-I-' 3-v-»~.>w-..._ 4*‘ ‘<'V -,~¢,.......,.....\ »— '%IlI—0 -»~ e -
1 ""t. » .»

1 ' .»' ‘ ~ ' 11- V .. . ~ ' ~' 5-?‘

y ~~.-‘J, Y Q ‘ '>"i:i;1,‘-1;’, V

” *2 V »
, ' ,<» \

'- Y
§>» =3 >~=:¢>.-;L.:,@- _ » —~ -H" , I __\'-'2_"/1":§'- - '¢,>-,-,,-_ ~ "_ - -=,~,+_u 1r_1r.-- ~ “'- -=,.-<.€-‘:;*~t@:¢; /4‘ >= ,.':=2:<..=?~1;'§~": -:~ * *=?*' -W,Q

~ '--*..~_ ¢~ - *4 V ‘ .' .a~'R&'.-\ --as ~- '<
-3-4;; "1'1: ‘__‘.‘_,‘, ‘ ~ ,. . ‘.»:j:h}-3‘-;_~:~; $~ . p <1? ' ~.- .45 -

-~~<-T:;;.=w;=. = 1 A4"3 - _ it -'-"_'-r:‘V , 7

Fig. 3 - Engine r-=m<>vr»1 from tmw. " -4. Batteries. - 5. Thermometer bulb. 0 .
- 6. Starting motor. - 1'. Governor. ‘ ‘-=- '‘ A,‘‘ ‘g -‘I:‘{£,?“-1* :‘_-‘,:"¢,?,*-,5’-~~_-,='~"~1-'-Q'~__' = , ~ ‘I-;:';___ 8. G~enerat;or£ie-_$ta.r!;ex‘ control Wu“.
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1/:
-1.!

Fig. 4 - Batteries support.
1-0, Screws fastening support to engine. ~ 11. Screws
fa.s!;e-ning support. to gearbox casing. - 1% Screws tesbening

support to frame.

Dashboard instruments connections.

_ Batteries support frame assembled to dash-
board and oowling (fig. 4).

Engine.

6 ,

~.__ ._ . . . _ _ _ ,_v,____________________

i'_jj;._M_c_ W we*1 e r

e ~ s-_~_€ .1‘ .,J'~- -1;“--_ - >1,‘ -. ><s P 4
\-.*-—- *1 1: 1|-r r.'1‘\ tcv . I/W “ i”

-I,»,»
D-

-V "1 \\\_

_r::i<v " '
Fig. 5 - Remove! of’ engine-clutch group, using the lifting

hook ARR117085/bis. W

Remove thermometer bulb end (5, fig. 3) from
cylinder block water exhaust pipe using
wrench A 217073; disconnect ignition coil cable
terminals and resistance terminals, the fitting
between pressure gauge tubing from pipe (2,
fio 1);
from carburetor (9, fig. 3) disconnect the star-
ter control cable end.
Remove the battery .S'UppOTt frame fastening
screws from engine, gearbox casing and front
support and take away the assembly and the
cowlirtg.
Use lifting hook ARR 117005/bis as suggested
in fig. 5, remove the screws connecting the
engine to the gearbox: casing and to the frame;
finally pull the engine forward and slide out
the clutch shaft from the flywheel recess
bearing.
NOTE. - Support the gearbox casing by a
hydraulic iack, before removing the screws
fastening the frame to the gearbox casing.

Fig, 6 - The tractor as viewed after
engine removal.
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Engine stripping-out,

The engine strippingout is facilitated by placing it on rotary stand ARR2215, fastened by
clamps A117BB4 bzs as shown 1n figs. 8 and 9, the procedure should be as follows:
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Fig. 8 - Engine installed on rotary stand, rear and right
side views.

1. Screw fastening stirrup to support. - 2. Screws (aste-
ning support to belt stretcher - 3. Generator support and

governor. - 4. Starting motor.

Removal of components.

Generator and control belting.

Starting motor.

Cylinder head.

Feeding pump.

The firing distributor, the coil and the
resistance.

The oil filler and its vent.

The pipe connecting oi! filter to pressure
gauge and the complete casing containing
the oil pressure adiustment valve seat.
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Fig. 9 - Viewing front anti left side of engine, molmtefi
on ARR2216 rotary stané by clamps A117004/bis.

5. Cylinder block water outlet pipe. - 6. Resistance. ~
7. Ignition coil - 8. Oil filler cap.

Procedure and cauiions.

Slacker: the screw fastening the clamp to sup-
port (I, fig. B) and the belt-stretching clamp
screws (2) and remove the generator complete
of pulley and governor.

To separately take away this assembly, first
displace forward the generator.

Remove cylinder head and gasket, the rocker
arms with axle and supports, the intake and
exhaust valve push rods;
remove the cylinder block cooling water
exhaust manifold and remove the union clip
of the flexible pipe conveying return oil from
filter to crankcase;
disconnect the cables running from firing di-
stributor to spark plugs and remove the screws
fastening the cylinder head to the engine
block.

Remove it with the insulating plate.

We suggest to remove it to inspect and clean
the engine vent system gauze.
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Fig. 19 - R-emc-val of timing gear housing complete cove-r.

Timing gears (fig. 19).

Tappets (fig. ll) and timing control shaft.

The Crankshaft.
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Fig. 11 ~ Pulling out valve teppets from block seats, with
tool A-$13055.

A. Tool A313013 securing sleeves to engine block. - 9,
Screw fastening timing shaft front bush. - 10. Stop screw
of firing distributor support and oil drain pipe from filter.

11. Screw fastening timing shaft rear bush.

Remove generator control pulley and the
water pump, remove the timing gear housing
cover and the hourrrzeter control gear;
take away timing gears with driving chain.

Tappets are removed by tool A 413055. "
Timing shaft is fastened at its front and by
screws and safety plates.

To remove bushes, slacken the screws securing
them to their seat, minding that the screws
fastening front and rear bushes are located
externally to crankcase {9, 11, fig. II), while
the screw fastening the central bush is found
between the iappei seats (18, fig. 14).

Mount tool to stop sleeves A3136l3 (A, fig. 11)
and overturn the engine;

remove from one crankshaft endvthe clutch
assembly, the flywheel, and from the otherend
the stop ring (12, fig. 12), the driving gear
thrust ring and the thrust half-rings.

To remove the clutch shaft bearing, housed
in the engine flywheel, use puller A619027
(fiO- 37);

remove engine sump and oil pump complete
of suction pipe;

remove the connecting rod big end and crank-
shaft journal caps.

Fig. 12 - Crankshaft removal.
12. Stop ring. - 13. Driving gear thrust ring. - M. Thrust
ha1f—rings, - 15. Timing control chain lubrication hole-
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16- 011 pump. ~ 1'1. Pump suction
gauze filter.
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The pistons and the connecting rods (fig. 14). These assemblies should be removed together
with their sleeves from the engine block upper
side, 01' separately sliding out the pistons from
the bottom, after having removed the crank-
shaft.
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ENGENE COMPQNENTS OVERHAUL

CRANKCASE AND CYLINDER SLEEVES

Cast 1;-On crankcase engine, with cast iron inserted sleeves. We suggest the following
checks for lhe crankcase overhaul-
1. - Ascertain that, owing to occasional shocks no CI‘ElC1~1S have developed which might start

leakages.
2. ~ Check for tightness of the screws and nuts fastening the timing gear casing and the rear

support.
3. - Check tappets and their seats for right clearance ancl, if necessary, replace the tappets

with oversize ones; check seats for correct diameter to find out if replacements are to be
of only 0.05 mm (E].062E1 in.) or 6.18 mm (0.GEl39 in.) oversizing. Seat reaming by reamer
U033?/A or H0337/B, according to the required oversize.

4. ~ Clean with gasoline the crankcase lubrication passages and very accurately (15, fig. 12) the
timing control chain lubrication hole.
The cylinder sleeves, in conformity to their inner diameter, are classified"accorel.ing to four

classes A, B, C, D, of which the corresponding sizes are as follows:

Class A: 82.009 - 82.818 (32283 - 3.2287 in.) Class B: 82818 - 82.020 ((3.228? - 3.2291 in.)
Class C: 82.020 - 82.339 (32291 - 3.2295 in.) Class D: 82.930 - 82.940 (32295 - 3.2299 in.)

The class distinction mark is applied with special ink upon the sleeve upper rim (A, fig. 15).
The sleeve inner diameter size should he checked according to the two directions a-b in planes

of different heights; the checked measures should be Within the tolerance range of the concer-
ned sleeve class.

The dial gauge for the sleeve inner diameter check-up should be adjusted for its hand
facing O mark at the beginning of the measure, with the ring gage ($313612 (3, fig. 16).

Sleeve reaming may be performed either with a shop machine tool or With. a portable
reamer M118 installed on proper stand; the following lapping is made With the lapping machine
A 517821.
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‘:‘“,"~"' Fig. I5 - Normal dimensions oi sleeves and seats on

K crankcase.
A. B. £3. D. Class divisions of sleeves and corresponding
diameters. - 2.. b. Positions where the sleeve inner diameter

should be measured.
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. The aseembling sf cylinder sleeve-piston should always take place according to @1355 unjfog-
mxty: for l1'1Sl;€ll1C8, a class B piston should be assembled to a class B sleeve, this being remm-
mended not only for standard pistons, but also for the oversized ones.

Sleeve reaming should be related to piston oversizing (see table on page 42), and the W01-king
tolerance should be according the class A, B, C, D which is of 0.81 mm (0.060-4 in.).

Between the cylinder sleeve and the maximum piston diameter, measured at piston skirt
bottom, and normally to the pin axis (F, fig. 41), a clearance of ll.B5~0.87 mm (U.ilU2B~D.0£}23 in.)
should be ascertained.
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SPECIFICATIONS, ASSEMBD! CLEARA

2

NCES AND PERMlSSiBl.§ WEAR OF THE CYLINDER SLEEVES
AND CRANKCASE

Daia

mm_ (in.}
Assembly clan rances mm. fin.) _

Wear limits I

mm. (m.)

lDiameter of cylinder sleeve
lseat in the engine crankcasel

39.000 - 89.035
{3.5039 - 3.5053)

‘Cylinder liner outer diameter 83.850 - 88.928
(3.49B0 - 3_50ll)

Between cylinder sleeve OlJ5?£; 0072 _ (‘U85 M

(Q0028 - 0.0073 l
diameter and its seat in
crankcase

Cylinder liner inner diameters
(Size of BZQUO - 32.940 l5 di-
vided into four classes)

A s2.ooo - 22.010
(3.222:-i - 2.2227)
5 s2.o1o - a2.o2o
(3.228? - 3.2292)
c e2.o2a-a2.o3o
(3.229: 4.2295)
o a2.oao - 132.040
(12295 - 3.2299)

Between cylinder sleeve and 5
piston belonging to an indi» 3

i M10020-0.vidual class
0.05 - 0.07 ‘ 0.250

0028] (£10098)

Proiection cl
from engine

cylinder sies /e 0.100 »O.200
block (CD039 » 0.0079l

Cylinder sleeve gasket OA90-0.510 _ _ ‘
jthickness (19, fig. 14) \ (@0193-0.0201) l ‘ ‘on iiH__ __ _WiWm ,_m W i_ i

_ NOTE - The sleeves are supplied only with the standard dimensions corresponding to the ioregoiflg ¢lB$5<-B5; to assemble l-hem with
oversized pistons, they should be reamed according to the oversize increments of lhe pistons

13



CYLENDER HEAD

Aluminium cylinder heed, provided of cast iron inserted valve seats.
Cylinder need ]7e111()Va1 as engine is hot should be avoided, to prevent deformation.
The valve removal is described on Dhge 15-

Check the cylinder head mating surface by moving it upon a surface-plate, being smeared with
B very thin layer of lainpblack. Spots that are to be Worked are thus evidently pointed out.

Use a sur1‘ace~grinder to grind The cylinder head. Care should be taken to remove as sn-1&1}
an amount of matter as possible; the cylinder head height from its assembly upon engine block
to rockenarm cover assembly plane is of 93.15 mm (3.667 in.) the thickness to be removed during
such grinding should be of 0.85 - 0.07 mm (fi.0{}2E}-0.0828 in.).

The cylinder head fastening to block calls for repeated screw tightening according to dia-
gram of fig. 68, until a fastening torque of 9 kgm (65 ft-lb.) is attained.
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Fig. 1'1‘ - Cylinder head assembly removed from engine. Fig. 18 - Grinding cylinder head upper plane on surface
4. Exhaust manifold. - 5. Intake nzanifeld. - 6. Carburetor. grinder.

‘Z. Thermostat. - 8. Oil filter.

VALVE SEAT CHECKENG ANS GVERHAUL

Valve seats are fitted at a temperature of about 398°C (572°F) and finally expanded to grant
good seizure by the cylinder head Walls. Valve seat inclination is of 45°15’, and those of both
intake and exhaust valves are of 45°3t]’:5’.

If necessary, the valve seats refacing should be as follows:
—— clean valve»guides using the metallic brush A 313031, fitted to a hand drill chuck and remove

the thin but hard layer of the valve seat surfaces, using the grinding Wheel A313U39,»"C used
for valve refacing and fixed to normal chuck A3l3039/A or on oversize chuck A 313839,/"B,
according to valve-guide Wear;

-— rework using miller A 313039 -F inclined of 45° and one of the foregoing chucks";
~- if seats Width should be reduced, use the proper millers A 117039/H, having inclination of

20° and A117G39/G inclined of 75°, as represented in diagrams of figs. 19, 28, 21 and 22.

NQTE " The fwcgfling milling cutters and chucks, used to re-face valve seats, are applied
for both intake and exhaust valves Working.
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Fig. 19 ~ Inclination angles of cylinder head seats and Fig, 20 ~ Reducing the valve seat width. 011 WP, Wflrking
on valves. with a, 20° mill.
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Fig. 21 - Refiucing vaive seat width art bettern, using - Diagram of a valve seat worked with 2 29° miil
a 75' mill. and a. 75° mill.

TIMING GEAR

CAMSHAFT

The camshaft is controlled through :1 roller chain by a gear keyed on the crankshaft and
revolves on steel bushes lined with thin antifriction .metal pressuredubricated through
passages within the shaft itself. Bushes should be lightly press-fitted to their crankcase seat, to
which they are fastened With screws (9,.11, fig. 11 and 18, fig. 14).

We suggest the following inspection check:
1} the camshaft journal outrun (outrun should be Within 9.18 mm (R0839 in.), if in excess true-

up the shaft by a press or replace it);
2) iournal and bush Wear; .
3) the cam surfaces (they should be smooth and perfectly fit);
4) the beginning and ending of individual strokes for each cylinder (check according indication

for <<Engine Timing» on page 20, securing a clearance of 0.45 mm (0.017? in.), in rocker arms
and valves and in addition consulting the diagram of fig. 31).

.i..,-W. ri"i|
i 4a,ocF% § 41°09‘ 5 300901
! 47.915 j 145-975! t§_n19'979‘+_H L

Hsf .1~ e e es :55: :|i:|:|:I-fl_—I——

1%)= K:L. -We{=9
. _ 1 530,029 i

7 Q53‘ §30.U5O IA

I , i
I ' !

| 2 i ‘ ' xs : \ ' i ’ A _"_
Fig, 23 - Normal sizes of cainsnaft '*

iournals and bushes. I I I I
A, Dimensien concerning the as-

sembled bush.
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retainers. guide having press-fit in the cylinder head.

VALVES, VALVE G-UlDES AND SPRENGS

Valves are controlled through push rods and rocker arms (fig. 7), by the camshaft, fitted to
the engine crankcase.

The removal from cylinder head should be after the removal of the head itself from the
cylinder block; in addition free the stems from springs and the spring-rings (2, fig. 24) using
tool A217028.

To remove the valve springs alone is not necessary to take away the cylinder head. If the
removal of valve-guides is necessary, use press and punch A313tl09; the following reassembling
requires the cylinder head heating {to 398°C, 5'72°F) before press fitting the valve-guide using said
punch. Valve-guides are also supplied oyersized of 0.2 ruin (00879 in.), on the outside diameter
contacting the cylinder head.

To clean and ream valveeguide to the necessary diameter use respectively the ‘crush A 313631
and the reamer U313830.

During the overhaul We advise to perform the following checks:
1") Inspect valves and valve seats on the cylinder head. it is necessary that such surfaces

be perfectly uniform to ascertain complete mating, this being an indispensable condition to
high engine efliciency.
Should the valve provide but imperfect seal Within its seat or its sealing surface being scored
or notched, regrind it using the universal grinder Al1401 (fig. 2'7). Deep scoring requires
immediate valve replacement.

2) Check clearance between valve stem and valve-guide; after having checked the valve stem
for bent, ascertain that its clearance he not exceeding the figure of table on page 19.
Before checking the clearance the guides should he cleaned and the surfaces inspected to ascer-
tain that they are smooth, Without scoring and seizing evidence.

3) Check spring elasticity against data of the exceeding the figure of table on page 19.

TAPPETS, PUSH RODS AND ROCKER A5863

Valve tappets surface based upon the camshaft eccentric, should be very smooth and free
from notches or scoring which, ii‘ very light, may be eliminated by a very fine carborundum
block.

if wear clearance between iappets and theirguide holes exceeds the permissible wear indi~
Cflifid in the table on page 18, the tappets should be replaced with other ones oversized £1.05
O!‘ 3-15 mm (0.{l{l20 or 0.0039 in.). The guide hole should be checked for ovalization, and it neces-
sary it should be truer? up with a I‘433!‘1}e}f‘_
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Engine push rods are two types (-fig. 7); those for exhaust valves have equal diameter stem
and those for intake valves have stems of two diameters and of different materials. The contact
sur-faces between rocker arm and valve and the surface of the bail seat contacting the rocker
arin with the push rod, should be perfectly smooth. i

The operational check clearance as engine is cold, between rocker arms and valves, snould
be of 6.15 mm (011059 in.) both for intake and exhaust component. The setting should be per-
formed according to suggestions of fig. 69 and using Wrench A 313646 and the feeler gauge.
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Fig. 27 - Refacing of valve seats using universal grinder Fig. 28 - Dimensions of nurlnfll lapneis and their

,:\114{h1, crankcase seats.
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CHARACTEIUSTICS, ASSEMBLY CLEARANCES AND PERMISSIME WEAR OF THE TEMiNG SYSTEM

Assembly clearances mm (in.)
mm (ii-1.} mm(iI1.)

Dari. Wear limits
__

Camshaft front bush inner diameter (*)
‘ (i.89i3-1.8921)

40.040 - 4s.0c>o i

i i
. i

I 47.975—4B.000
i (¥.88B7- i.889B)

Camshaft front ‘coma? diameterI

i -
Between bush and camshaft ‘ 0.940 - 0.035 3-19
front journal (CD016 ~ 0.0033) (0.005?)

_ . 1:1,... ..*.*_.::_..._._....-._.:_._
i i ‘ "'1

i

Camshaii central bush inner diameter (*) 47.040 - 4.7.060
. {L8520 - P8528)

Camshaft central to-urnai diameter 46.975-47.000
(R8494 -1.8504]

Between bush and
centre! iournat

camshaft 0.040 - 0.085 0.15
i (0.001 6 - 0.0033) (000521)

Camshaft rear bush inner diameter (*) 30.020-30.050
(L181?-1.1931)

J _ ..

Camshaft rear iourriai diameter 29.979-30.000
(13803-1.1811)

Between bush and
rear iournal

.1

camshaft: 0.020-0.071 0.10
t0.o00a-0.0023) \; (00030)

msheft front(3 m

~_'

support plate thickness 3.925 ~ 4.000
‘ (01545-0.1575

. Crankshaft support front piate seat width

. [C‘.i6o2'0.i632)
1£.070w4.i-$5

Camshaft end pzay

-| i

0.070 ~ 0.220 0.55
(00028 -0.0087) {(10138)

. Cranncase topper seats diameter
(1.023? ~ 1.0244)

a-

25.978 W 25.996
7.0228 -1.0235)

1 Normai tappet seat diameter
i

1 i
25.002 » 20.021

. "H Rstween tappets end their 0.007 - 0.043
V 7' W "W seats (00003 » 0.0017) E»

0.15
.0059)

i Tappet oversize mm 0.05 {D0020 En.) 26.028-26.046
H.020-1.0254) i

Tappet oversize mm 0.10 (00039 in.) 3 2a.07s-20.0%
j (1.020?-1.0274)

Rocker arm hole diameter 36.006 -18.024
(07089 - 0.7096)

1 , .

‘ Rocker arm pivot diameter 17.982-18.000 i
(07020 07057) ‘

Between rocker arm hoies
their pivots

and ‘ 0.006 - 0.042
(00002 - 0.0fJi7) (00079)

0.20

I Diameter of vetve-guide seat on cy!inder , 14.950-14 977
i head ; (05830 - 0.52%)

1 Outer diameter vaive-guide iniakevexhaus! 14.938 - 35.016
i (0.5‘?0i »0.59i.'2i

Interference between vaive- ‘ ...Q_[)‘:‘i - ~o.0<5¢
guide and its seat on c
der head

y?iri- (00004 - 0.0026)

i \’a?v@~9u%de Outer diameter oversize 15.120 -15.215
1 mm 0-2 (0-0079 in.) <o.s9s0-o.s=;9i) ~— -» —_..._._._-_ . J _ _.. Z_ i_ _ J ,__ ___ ___ .

11’) Between bush outer diarret d k —Y er an cran cese seat an interference of -0.02 -0.00 mm (—0.000B~0.00 in.) should take piece.
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Data
Rssembly clearances

mm‘ fin.)

. fiw." “mm
mm um) \ . ._ ,,

' mm flu.)

Valve-guide inner diameter 9.023-$7.038

, _ . - _ Between vaive stern and val-
(0.3552 -0.3558)

(0.353? - 0.3542) i ‘

__” : , I 7* , , . 0,023 - 0.053 ‘ Q_15
5 ve—guide \ (0.000? - 0.0021 ) 1 (0.005?)

Valve stem diameter 8.985 -9.000 ‘ 1

J

Inclination ang§e between seai piane -- -- -
and vaive plane \ 45°30"i5'

‘I

(1.339)
Exhaust valve head diameter 1 34 -- -- -

(1.4%)
Intake vaive head diameter 38 -~ -- 1 --

Engine valve springs

Rocker arms cfisiance Engine valves

Free leng:h of spring

| Length of spring under load
I

l
Checking ioad

mm V9.5
(in. 0.77) I

mm ll 3
(in. 0.43) 1

kg 4.5-4.9 7
(lb. 9.9 W :o.a) L

__________ _ ___ ___ _4 ._£

mm 53.1
(in. 2.01;

mm 23.:-1
(in. 1.31)

kg 72.7-79.7
(lb.1b0-176)

\i..
\

1 1. h

.~.,,
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ENGlNE TIMING
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Fig. 29 - Reference of T.D.C. of cylinders 1-4 on engine Fig. 30 - Reference of T.D.C. of cylinders 1--4 on timing
flywheel. cover and fan and generator driving pulley.

fr‘.

Reference marks (fig. 1(1) are found on the gears keyed on the crankshaft and on the
camshaft. As engine timing is normal, such reference marks are coinciding.

Should the engine be removed from tractor, its liming procedure is as follows:
rotate the engine flywheel until the line mark under the mark PMS (T.D.C.) 1-4 is being set
at 10° of advance, with reference to the timing index, which corresponds to the cylinder
No. 1 intake beginning. Such advance expressed in degrees, corresponds to 26 mm (1.02 in.)
of displacement of such line;
the clearance between valves and rocker arms should be provisionallv set at 0.45 mm
(9.017? in.);
rotate the camshaft until cylinder No. 1 intake valve begins its opening displacement and
ascertain that the marks ground on the timing gears are coinciding;
fit the chain on gears and ascertain, by rotating the flywheel that the exhaust valve closes
11° after the PMS 1-4 (T.D.C.). Such lag in degrees corrcspondsto about 29 mm (1.14
in.) displacement of the line With reference to the timing index;
proceed, afticr check up, to final setting of clearance between valves and rocker arms,
as engine is cold, and the clearance amount for all valves, being equal, should be of 9.15
mm ((10059 in).

As engine is fitted on tractor the PMS 1-4 (T.D.C.) mark on the flywheel band may be seen
through a relevant cover (fig. 29) located on the crankcase left side, as the crankshaft is
being rotated using extension A 542350 D (if the tractor is not fitted with the hydraulic lift pump).

The P.M.S. (T.D.C.} of cylinders 1-4 may also be observed from engine front side when the
marks protruding from the cover are coinciding with the mark upon the generator and fan
driving pulley face (fig. 30).

The timing data, referred to the checking clearance between valves and rocker arms of
0.45 mm (0.017? in.) and illustrated in diagram of fig. 31 are as follows:

Intake:
beginning. 1ll= ‘ocfore P.'M.S. ('l‘.D.C.) - corresponding to 26 mm (1.02 in.) of the flywheel face

and lo 14.5 mm (9.57 in.) of the generator and fan driving pulley maximum
diameter;

end, 51° after the P.M.I. (B,D.C.).
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Exhaust :
:beginning, 4s= before“ the P.M.I. (B.D.C.); ”

BI-N1. 11° after the P.M.S. (T.D.C.) - they correspond to ’ 0
29 mm (1.14 in.) of the flywheel band and to
16 mm (0.63 in.) on the generator and fan driving " ' ’~=
pulley maximum diameter circle. %

‘\

57:: 45,8” ‘

‘0\“ s‘""' 231/
B.D.C,
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'0
.'ImrI-I

Fig. 31 - Timing diagram.

CRANK GEAR COMPONENTS

CRANKSHAFT AND BEARINGS

A steel crankshaft, provided of three supports with thin shell type bearings and thrust
rings, fitted to front support.

An accurate overhaul of the crankshaft must be secured for which We suggest the following
procedure:
»~— alignment of crankshaft journals and crank pin journals (fig. 32). Check on parallel support

C731 on a surface plate, using a centesimal dial gauge for iournal measurements. The allo-
wed tolerance on the crankshaft journals is of 0.05 mm (011020 in.) and for each couple of
crank pins, in both directions, is of 0.25 mm (00098 in.). If checked values are in excess, the
crankshaft should be trued up; 0

—- perpendicularity of the crankshaft-to-flywheel union plane. Check with centesimal dial gauge
which shall be neared to such a union plane as the crankshaft is being rotated; the outrun
should not exceed 0.025 mm (0.001!) in.);

— traces of seizing deep scoring or ovalization of crankshaft and crank pin journals. If scoring
and ovalization cannot be eliminated by the use of abrasive stones, such iournals should be
ground and oversize bearings fitted. Regrinding should follow journal check by micrometer
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‘ Fig. 32 - Checking crankshaft journal alignment using Fig. 33 - Crankshaft Sialiflfll bfllflnfliflg 8116014 011 99-1111815
the parallel support C ‘I341. C732-
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and follow the undersizing of journals which is shown in the table on page 23. Such values
are being related to the fact that fitting bearings provided of the same thicknesshversizing,
a clearance of 0.031 -0.075 rnm (0.0012-0.0000 in.) is thus being ascertained with the crankshaft
journals and of 0.011-0.061 mm (00004-0.00-24 in.) with the connecting rod journals. Fig. 3/;
shows the central and rear crankshaft journal fillet radiuses, of the front crankshaft journal
and of crank pin journals, to be applied during regrinding;

—— crankshaft statical balancing (fig. 33). Lay the crankshaft fitted with flywheel and clutch
upon the two parallels supports C732 on a plane of Which horizontality has been ascertai»
ned by a level. A balanced crankshaft Will remain Inontionless; if it revolves towards the
heavier section, some putty should be applied on the opposite side to restore statical balance.
The putty weight measures the amount of excess material, that shall be removed by a
grinding wheel from the Webs or, preferably, from holes already drilled through such Webs
or the flywheel;

lubricating oil passages cleaning. I-f accurate cleaning suggests the removal of plugs, they
should be calked and the seal checked by 15 atmosphere pressure.

Clearance check between cranicshafi and becrzings.

Such a clearance check should be made on each bearing separately but after setting all
bearings tightening the caps to the torque of 11 kgm (80 ft-1b.). During this preliminary check
up, the thrust rings should be fitted to the front support and end play ascertained not to be over
0.40 mm (0.015? in.) fig. 35.

The crankshaft should be rotated by hand and removed; upon the first support apply one ciga-
rette paper (thickness 0.025 mm; 0.0010 in.) lightly wet with oil (fig. 36); tighten the crankshaft
iournal caps and check for free rotation through a few degrees angle; if rotation is sufficiently
free, the clearance should be considered as normal; if a tightening takes place, the bearing
thickness or crankshaft diameter should be measured to ascertain its origin. Should rotation
be too free, the check may be repeated and another leaf added; a tight rotation shows that
the clearance is yet within tolerance limits; and therefore other supports may be tested likewise.

The maximum number of cigarette paper is three, when clearance reaches 0.075 mm (00030
in.) i.e. the maximum admitted clearance.
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Fig. 35 - Check of crankshaft we play. Fig.36- Cigarette paper for crankshaft-jourrial-to-bearixzg
clearance check.

Cmnkshaii sealing gaskets.

Crank-case oil sealing is granted with two rubber gaskets internally fitted cf a small coil
spring (fig. 7).

The front gasket is recessed into its timing casing cover seat, and oil seal fellows the adhe-
sion which the gasket edge, pressed by the spring, applies to the hub.

Rear gasket is also recessed into the crankshaft rear support cover seat, and oil seal is
ascertained with such a gasket contacting circularly the flywheel attachment flange.

Therefore we suggest to ascertain good sealing by a check of said gaskets and 0-i‘ the
surfaces contacting them; if necessary, perform replacement and lapping.

DATA, ASSEM~B§.‘f CLEARANCES AN-D MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE WEAR CLEARANCE OF CRANKSHAFT
AND ITS JOURNAl AND CRANK HM BEARINGS

Data Wear limits
Assembly clearances mm fin.) 1

mm (in-} L l mm Iin.)
\ ________

:\ V V V VV
V Crankshaft icurnal bearing seat diameter 66675-66.687 1 1

. (16250 - 2.5255) l * ‘

Crankshaft iournal bearing thécknes. V 1816- L822 Between crankshaft iournal 0.031 -0.075 0.15
040715 - 0.0717) and bearing (£10012 - 0.0030) (0.0-O59)7\

Crankshaft Vfsurnal diameter K52-930 - 63-000
i (2.479s-2.42302) c

\ V V V VVVV WVVVVVV VV V V VVVVV VVVVVVVVV
1 Connecling rod big end bearing seat 51.333-SL346 {

diameter (Z0210 - Z0215)

Connecting rod big end norms? bearing ‘ 1.8135-1,822‘: ‘ Between crank pin and com (LOIQ-0.05l ; 015
‘ :hi¢l<;-.855 (0.07tAVD.O7l7) necting rod big end bearing 3 (0.0BO4-Q0024) ‘ (013059)

‘V Crank pin diameter V 47-653-474675 l
(l.8763- 1.3771) ‘

\
Crankshaft iournal from length 35080“ 36.121}

(1.005 - 1.4220)

Crankshaft front support lnrusi half ring 2.31 - 2.36 Crankshaft and play D.O7~O.26 9,49
1 thickness (0.091 - 0.093) ; (OIJOQ3 ~ CD102) (Q0157)

Crankshaft crankcase from support length 1 21.24 - 31.2w l ‘ i
_ 3‘ (:.230- L232) \ i

”_ < _ ,,__:__, __ 1
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(Follows: Data, assembly clearances and maximum permissibie wear clearance of crankshaft and its iourna!
and crank pin bearings}.

Crankshaft journal unclersizing and relative bearing overslzing

-r a ——. ~’— nt r —i' ’ ' 1 " ":’ '”"'7”VV VV V *'

1 mm 9.254 mm 0.508 mm 0.762 mm 1.016

. (in, 0.010) (in. 0.020) (in. 0.930) (in. 0.0401

ll
crankshaft iouma] djameter 62.735 ~ 62.755 62.481 - 62.501 62.227 - 62.247 61.973 - 61.993 I

i (2.469? - 2.4707) (2.459? - 2.4607) (2.4-499 - 2.4507) 12.4399‘ - 2.4407) 1

Crankshaft ioumaf bearing thickness 1 1.943 ~ 1.949
‘ (owes l 0.0767)

2.070 - 2.076
(00815 - 0.0817 )

2.197 ~ 2.203
(00865 - 0.0867)

2.324 »2.3ao l
(news A 0.09171 *

Crank pin diameter 47.404 - 47.424 47.150 - 47.170 46.896 - 46.916 I 46.642 - 46.662 l
. (LB663-1.8671) (£8563-1.8571) (13463-1.8471) (1.8363~ 1.8371)

.—~ * 1 "H V ‘ V

onnecting rod big end bearing thickness 1.9405 ~ 1.9494 l 2.0675 - 2.0764 1. 2.1945 - 2.2034 2.3215 - 2.3304 1.
. I (013764 - 0.0767) (00814 - 0.0817) (00864 — 0.0857) (00914 - 0.0917) ‘

l 1 ‘
lVV VV VVVVVVVVVVV’ "VA j

~=.._

n .4444

Thrust halfiring thickness Oversize mm 0.1 (0.003? in.) mm 2.41-2.46 (0.095-0.097 in.) ‘

Tightening torque

ugm ms. lrgm Ft.|b.‘
~

u~o U1O‘ --as

Crankshaft iournal cap assembly self-locking screws 11 B0 Cylinder head rastenmg screws

Connecting rod cap assembly self-locking screws 5.5 40 Crankshaftrto flywheel assembly -self-locking screwsl

FLYWHEEL

The flywheel is assembled to crankshaft by self-locking screws, with a torque of '7 kgm (51
ft»lb ‘ -‘.). Outside, wzth 0.175-11.325 mm (fl.01}69-8.0128 in.) interference, the engine starting ring
gear is assembled.

The clutch shaft bearing is removed using screw puller A 619027 (fig. 37).

The fly-wheel balancing check should embody all the crankshaft-flywheel-clutch assembly
as shown in fig. 33,

Starling Ping gear replacement requires the new part heating in oil about 100°C temperature
(212°F) and press fitting.
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Fig. 37 - Removal of bearing from engine crankshaft . ‘="'"—-—
using tool A619027.

I. Timing index. ‘-'§"‘—
59g ‘Q:‘*2"'at9

‘'"—o

5
l-1f Q'1,

.Q:is -......_.i,_

Fig. 38 - Normal dimensions of connecting rods, bushes, .
piston pins and half-bearings.C O N N E C T I N G R O D S A. Dimensions referred to assembled bushing.

Connecting rods are related to crankshaft pin through the Vanderweli type thin shell half-
bearings.

We suggest the following sequence for an accurate check up and repair of the connecting
rod components:
1) half-bearing check up and, if necessary their replacement with oversized ones after previously

grinding the crankshaft journal;
2) check up of bushes and if necessary reaming or replacement. After replacement press fitting,

the bush should be milled to produce the lubrication of journal, and reamed with expansible
blade reamer U313fl1'7;

3) equal weight of the four connecting rods check up, and if necessary trueing-up of Weight :3
grams ($0.1 oz.);

4) check parallelism of the two connecting rod axes, and eventual correction.
At a distance of 125 mm (4.92 in.) the outrun from parallelism should not exceed 0.05 mm

(E].D{l20 in.); if outrun excess is discovered, the connecting rod should be trued-up using a fork
or a press.

Such a check may apply device C 517823 (fig. 39) which may also check connecting rod a]ign~
rnent (piston and piston pin).

-.|.,

Fig. 39 - Checking connecting rod alignment: piston
assembled with C517323.
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bole. - U. Cylinder number mark. - V. Time shaft-.

(Arrows indicate the direction of rotation of the
I crankshaft) ._,,-(4 ¢/K”

w-.

fissembfing come-cfiuq rods with pisions.

Use the piston pins to connect pistons to connecting rods, minding that the lubrication
hoie and the marks on connecting rods and caps result on the side opposite to the marks on
the piston. tops (fig. 49).

Assemble piston-connecting-rod groups in the liners observing that connecting rod and
Cylinder numbers are corresponding, and being located to fche opposite side of the camshaft.

The assembling fits of the various parts and the assembly torque may be observed at the
d6S’CI‘ip'[iI1g paraghraphs on pages 28 and 29 table, and following ones on page 24 table.

PESTONS

As already for liners on the top of the various pistons in addition to the Weight indi-
cation, a letter distinguishing the class to which they belong, is stamped, according to a selection
made with reference to the maximum diameter (F, fig- 41).

The class division is as follows:
Class A: 3131;-81.95 (32288-3.2254 in.) Class B: 81.95—81.9(i (3.22B4—3.2253 in.)
Class C: 81.96-81.97 (32268-3.2272 in.) Class D: 81.97~ 81.98 (3.2272~3.2276 111.).

The same snh-division is being made for the ove1-sizing shown in the table on page 29 and
it maybe observed that such classes are differing between themselves of £1.91 mm (03084 in.).

Assembiing of various pistons should mate the same class liners, and thus the assembling
clearance, measured at the skirt base, along the diameter perpendicuiar to the pin axis, is
being maintained Within the described tolerances 0.050-0.078 mm (0.092!)-0.9028 in.).

0,20
0,35

§ A' 3134 * 3_55g* ‘>fjT,j7>7;:-'i’;*77,'.-3;;;Q
§ 31:95 in 1-£559 -_ ,-,/§’ ,,’/ =1

' e - yi V H ,1 _ ___ _ I
B 2:35 . __..a-£1,. 1015 ) 3_1Bn I 3,9,1

.96 3,030 J ' ' » - I 2.420 k - -3,937
*/_\ . Y '\r.nY»u'.q'p:¢;¢;0:0:4:43:a;0:- ‘

;C 8"“ . 57 2.97s i I sass
9‘-97 .972 ‘ , 2.990 I sass

‘/1 i ' v - .' 'w.0;91.u-
9 B197 25.982. ems - 25 933 1- Z 25.995 ,

Z |__i__m__;__ 25.990 <F . . \
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Fig. ii-1 - Norma} dimensions of pistons, piston rings and pins.
Z. Metal removal area.
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Fig. 43 - Checking gap between ring ends as introduced
in the cylinder liners.

Fig. 42 - Max. piston diameter check.

As a piston series is assembled, their balancing should be considered and the Weight tole-
rance between piston and piston of :2 grams (:Il.07 oz.) may be allowed, and metal from zone
Z has to be removed, if necessary (fig. 41). -

The same figure indicates the main dimensions of pistons, pins and piston rings.

PISTON PINS

When reassembling pistons having W0rk»Wear their pin hole should be checked for ova1i-
zation and clearance: if necessary such hole should be reamed using expansible blade tool
U313017 until dimension indicated in the table on page 29 is reached, and Which corresponds
to the pin oversizing.

Pins should be assembled to pistons with an interference of ll.802- 0.014 mm (Q0001-0.8806 in.)
and with reference to connecting rod bushes With a clearance of 0.001-0.010 mm (£l.ll{]8B<;~lJ.O094
in.). Assembly will be facilitated by piston heating in oil or Water bath, at a temperature of
80°C (176°F).

Care the fitting of pins to connecting-rod bushes and to the piston bosses, to avoid dith-
culties during the first engine operation period or knocks that could rapidly augment.

PISTON RINGS

Three types of rings are fitted to pistons; one pressure and two oil scrapers of bevel and
U-Flex types.

Hing inspection should point out:
- adhesion to liners along all circumference;
- distance between gap ends of first and second ring (fig. -£3);
- clearance referring to piston grooves;
- ring thickness (measured corresponding to the surfaces contacting the piston grooves).

Checks No. 1 and 2 may utilize the liner in which they work, using the least worn out
section or , if normal new rings are being checked, using the ring gauge C 313512.

Removal and assembly of the first two rings into the piston grooves implies the plier A 619022
(fig. 44), the last U-Flex oil scraper ring is assembled and disassembled by hand and its two
ends should overlap of 8.534-18.109 min (03360-0.3981] in.) When such a ring is free on its piston,
but they should contact as it is fitted into the liner.

To introduce pistons fitted with their rings into the liners, use band AS13018/bis as shown
in fig. 44.

!‘“‘P~"!\°l"

Ii’ the piston ring clearances concerning the grooves exceed the Wear limit shown in the
table, it is necessary to replace both pistons and rings. Oversize piston assemblings should
require also oversize rings, Which have to be checked for their appropriate diameter When intro-
duced into the lower liner section. if such a check points out that in the gap exceeds 0.20 -0.35 min
(ll.O[l79-0.0138 in.), the ring must be replaced; a lower gap calls f0T Ping WO1‘ki11$-1' With <16‘/106
Alflfififl (fig. 45).
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1. Flier A 619622. - 2. Band A 313018/bis. - C. U-Flex ring.
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SPEGFECATEONS, ASSEM-Bi‘! CLEARANCES AND PERMISSIBLE WEAR OF CORHECTENG R055, PISTONS

AND PISTON RINGS
I‘; ' *7 "
‘ Specifications

mm (in. } Assembly clearances
1 " , fr

Connecting rod bush outer diameter g3_715_g3_753

‘ (£1305 -1.2320)
interference between bush
and its connecting rod seat

\

-0.102» ~0.0a-s M 1
i0.0040_ 0.0015) \

Connecting rod bush inner diameter (bush 25997 _ 25_Q()Q
I Press fitted) (1.023s-1.0220)

> "W 7 7 " * 77
i

Piston pin diameter 254996 - 25-990
i (LO235 -1.0232)

Between connecting rod bush
and piston pin

_ . . _:_.. _ _|
i I

0.001-0.010 0.15 i
(000004-0.0004) (00059) ‘

‘E A a1,<;~4-ems
' ; (3.22e>0-3.2204)

B ems-01.96Normal pistons maximum diameter I (3_2254;3_226B)
. (5 ‘°'9- 41> ; c 01.90-81.9?

i (12200 - 3.2272)1 0 am?-01.90
(32272 - 0.2276)

Between cylinder liner and‘
piston oi the same class

0.05 - 0.07 i 0.25
(9.002-0.0028) i (Q0098)

1 25.902-25.920
* 0.0229-1.0201)

Piston pin seat diameter
Interference between pin and
its seat on piston ii

-0.002- -0.014 ... i;
~0_0001- -0.0000) l

i

‘UEston first ring groove height 3.035 - 3.050
.5 (01195-0.1201)

2.978 - 2.990
1 (0.117? ~ 0.1177)

First ring thickness
Between groove and first ring
thickness

0.045-0.072 0.15
moms-0.0020) y £00059)‘

Piston second ring groove height \ 3.015-3.030

‘ {0.11s7»0.n93)

i‘ I5@¢<>"d rifle thickness i 2.970-2.990
(01172 »0,n77>

iBetween groove and secondl
ring thickness

- . i.

1
i

0.025 - 0.052 0.15
40.0010 - 0.0020) (00059) F

I Gap between first and second ring ends 0,20 - 0_35 ___ ___ ‘ Q3
i as fitted mlo the sieeve I (g_gQ79_ Q0133) § . (Q_O3‘5)

— 7 W . . ... — .. .. ~ ._~__l1 J ; i
first am; seccmd ring outer diame*e" ‘ 3797- 32 909 3 Firs! and second ring thickness 3 28 3 /$2 { ‘

" 1 - ‘ - 1 i .(E, fig. 41) if i 13.2272-5.2270) ‘ (o.12=>1-0.1340) ‘ ‘
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(Foilows: Specifications, Assembiy Clearances and Permissiisie wear of

1
1
1

Specificationsmm Hm) Assembly ciearances mm (gm)
;_ 1 _

1“-Wilt limit 1
mm fin.)

F 2 '2' ' H

Piston third ring (U-Flex) groove height 3.957»3.972 ‘
(U.1558»O_1564)

1 _, _.-- ————0-‘! ,7 Setween groove and third 0.020-0.061
.1 Third ring thickness ‘ 3_9H_3_q37 rim; (U-Flex) thickness (0.000B~0.0024) ‘

(01540 - 0.1550)

(013059)
0.15

Gap beteen third ring ends, as fitted __ W ___
1 ends shouid contact into liner

._, _.. , __ . _ _ _<..11._
1 1

Third ring {U-Flex) outer diameter 811915.322]? 1‘ ___. ‘ _.. 1
~ 10.2250-3.2370) 1 11 1

1‘ Oversized U-Fiex ring outer diameter of ‘ mm 82.880-82.296
‘ 0.4 - 0.8 mm (00157 ~ 0.0315 in.) 1 (32630 — 3.2400 in.)

11

1* Piston pin and connecting rod bush oversizing scale
L _____ _ 2 _ . 2,- .. . 2 - .22

Ove-rsizing . . . mm (in.) 0 2 O 5
(0.007?) (001971

_.........“_.

1 Pin 010010101. W . . "W . rr1m(in.) ”00.1%‘2<s.1=;0 20.4%-20.490
(1.001:a‘1.0a111 (10431 -1.0429) 1

Connecting rods bush diameter (afier pressfitting, the 1113- 2.6.197 ~ 26.200 215.497 — 215.500
chimed dimension) . . . . . . . . mm (111.1 (10314 — 1.0315) (R0432 -1.0433)

Liner, pistons and piston rings oversizing scaie

Oversizing Liner inner diameter (*) 1 Piston maximum diameter (*1 10:, 2nd ring outer diameter

mm (ir\.) 1‘ mm (in.) mm (in) “ mm (in.)

0.1
(00039)

0.2
(0.007?)

0.4
[(10157)

0.6
(00236)

0.8
10.0315)

1 ...

(0.03€'4)

1.2
(0.0/172)

1.4
{(10551)

1.0
10.0030)

1.8
(D0709)

2
(0.070?)

1
1

82.10 - 32.14
(32323 - 3.2340)

02.20 - 02.24
(3.2:-102 - 3.2070)

02.40 - 02.44
(3.2441~ 3.2457)

82.60 ~ 82.64
13.2520 - 3.2535}

82.30 ~ 82.84
(32598 ~ 3.26141

83.00 - 83.04
(32677 - 3.26931

83.20 - 83.213
(32756 » 3.27721

133.40 V 83.44
(32835 — 3.2850)

03.00-03.04
13.2913 - 3 2029.‘

83.80 - 83.84
13.2992 - 3.3008)

0400- 04.04
(113071- 3.3007)

02.04 - 02.00
(32299 .- 3.2315)

02.14-02.10
13.2330-0.2354)

82.34 - 82.38
(32417 A 3.2433)

B254 - 82.58
(32496 - 3.2512)

82.74 - 82.78
(332575 - 3.2590)

82.94 - 82.98
(32653 ~ 3.261591

03.14 -03.10
111.2732-3.27110)

03.34 ~ 83.30
(32011- 3.2027)

83.54 - 83.58
(32890 - 3.2905)

83.7-i - 83.71?
53.2968 - 3.29841

00.9): .0300
(:1.30<:7_3.3003)

82.07 - 82.10
(3.2311- 3.2323)

82.17 - 82.20
(32350 - 3.2362)

82.37 < 82.40
(3.242? » 3.2441)

82.57 ~ 82.60
(3.25(.‘B - 3.2520‘)

82.77 - 82.30
13.2587 - 3.25981

82.97 - 83.00
(32665 ~ 3.26771

0117- 03.20
13.2744 - 3.2077!

03.0? - 03.40
13.2020 V 3.2035)

03.57-03.00
13.2902 -3.2913)

83.77 - 83.80
(32980 - 3.2992)

83.97 - 84.00
(3/3059 - 3.3071)

(*1 Each oversizing embodies 4 ciasses A, B, C, D, differing between thernseives of 0.01 rnm (000039 111.); iack of spfltfi‘ P"?-“¢em§ dew-*
ioprnent of such subdivision and the iower iimit of ciass A and upner Hmiz of ciass D have been 51mS3'5Y stated_
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LUBR¥CATiON

Force feed lub1'1(;at10n gf F-ngme, by gear pump fastened to crankcase lower sectlon and
dnven by tlmmg-shaft-mtegral helxcal 8951‘

011 Hfirmal pressure 1s of 38 35 Water meters (43-58 psi), engme sump and system 011
supply IS of 55 kt! (12 lb) and 011 grade 1s shown 1n the replenxshzrent table

The Lzbrxcataon system as xllustrated 1n fig 46 and 1n adclxhon to the foregomg gear pump
1t emboies also

*1
71

F7777‘rf/,._
ff

ff/,_

-/@/
P1‘8$$\11'@ gauge - 2. O11 filler 3 Vent pipe 4 Sump oil dipsticln - 5 Taming shaft central bush fastemng screw
pressure setting valV8 '1 Cartrldge type 011 filter 8 Oil pump 9 Pump mtake pipe strainer w1t"1 filter

10 Sump oil drain plug

Fig 46 Engine iubrleaticm diagram.
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Fig. 47 »- Pump-body versus gears
clearance check.

9. Strainer and suction pipe. ~ 11. Pres-
sure pipe. » 12. Pump body and gears. -
13. Pump and firing distributor control.

,~.» nil %.*i’*“-

(D .

gauze filter on pump suction pipe (9);
a shunted cartridge filter (7) located on the ieft side of engine crankase:
a pressure setting valve (6), outside the crankcase;
a coloured scale pressure gauge, for checking pressures (1).
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CAUTION- - Timing system gears and chain lubrication by oil jet flowing from crankcase
hole (15, fig. 12), and communicating with the oi} duct lubricating the timing shaft front sup
port. Therefore mind that such a hole be not clogged.

OH. PUMP

During overhaul check the driving and driven gear teeth. If deteriorated, or worn
gears should be replaced.

Ascertain that between gear periphery and pump body the Wear limit be not exceeding [1 2
mm (M1098 in.): use a feeler gauge for such a check, as shown in fig. 47.

Fig. 48 - Main dimensions of the oii pump components.
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The pump driving shaft should not exceed a Wear limit of 0.26 mm (0.UU79 in) With refereno
to its guide.

Pump strainer gauze filter should not be clogged or torn.
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Fig. 49 - Gil filter components. Fig. 50 - Oil pressure setting false eempoments.
1. Container. - 2. Seal} gaskets. - 3. Fifltermg cart-ridge. - -~

4. Cover gasket. - 5. Cover.

Oil filter maintenance.

The shunt oil filter maintenance should be particularly cared for, as this filter has much
importance for a good engine lubrication.

This oil filter is composed by a plate container of a filtering element (fig. 49).
Oil colour should be observed during the engine sump oil level check by the dipstick. It

dark, the filter should be checked, during engine operation for a few minutes, in order to heat
the oil to the operational temperature.

Should the filter body reznain cold, its lnefdciency is ascertained. Nevertheless check the
passages, or the filtering cartridge for dirt to trace the trouble. Therefore oil passages should be
cleaned or the filtering oil cartridge replaced,, to restore normal conditions. 7

The two gaskets (2, fig. 49) should also be checked for conditions; find them at the upper
and lower ends of the filtering cartridge, and if necessary replace them. In addition ascertain
their regular assembling, to prevent oil passages through the filter body, Without flowing through
the filtering plug.

About every 300 hours substitute in any case the cartridge independently from the p8I‘l0-
die checks.

Take care to avoid engine operation as filter is deprived of the filtering cartridge, because in
addition to trouble due to unfiltered oil, a itoo high loss of pressure could follow. New engine
calls for filtering element substitution after 60 Working hours.

Suction pipe filter need no particular maintenance; we suggest at each oil drain to remove
the sump side cover, and to clean the gauze using a brush and kerosene.

CAUTION. - Engine lubrication should be attentively cared for. Adequate grade oil should
be used, and oil drains and cartridge replacement should take place at the required periods.

Oil pressure setting valve.

The setting valve, of which the components are illustrated in fig. 50, has fixed calibration and
therefore needs no setting. When erratic, the spring should be checked against specifications
on page 33.
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SPECIFICATIONS, ASSEMBLY CLEARANCES AND PERN\!SSlB¥.E warm ormo or "rue PRESSBRE serum; VALVE

.___ W Va - "r —~' j, —
Specifications. Assembly clearance mm (in_) ‘E wall‘ iim'mm inn.) K mm Gm,

ti:

F
Pump body gear seat inner diamater 32.900-32.950

( 1.2953 - 1.2972) i
_ W I H ,1 I . _, _ Between seat and gear d5a- °~u0'9~199 i 0,25

I ii meters
Driving and driven gears outer diameter 32.76"0- 32.790 ‘

(L2398 -1.2'?O9)

(0.0043 - 0.0075) (QQQQ8)

Pump body gear seat depth l 33.025-as.oa7 7(i.4970~ 1.4995) i
......_ _ . . __ ._ ..______ W. _, I Between seat depth and gear U-‘U25-9.126

width
Gear width ‘i 31.961 -112.000i (1.4<;4s~1.49<s1)

1
0.20

(0.D0i0-0.0050) 1 (0.007?)
i

. W __ _l

i i
I

7 1 7 1 v
i ‘~ 1

-- -- i Between gear teeth flanks U-15 0.25
(0.005?) 10.0098)

i _ _ _
_ . — — _. ' ~ W —— — I —— —— - —— 1 —— I

Pump body driving gear shaft seat‘ 1g_015,-;2_g43 ’
diameter 3 (0.473'|-0.4741)

m..._... ~ Between pump body seat and
driving gear shaft

Driving gear shaft diameter 11_9g1.12,rJ0Q
(0.471?-0.4724) I

‘ i

‘ 0.016 - 0.06!
[Q0006 - 0.0024)

0.20
(0.007?)

1
‘ .

1 .

Driven gear shaft diameter ‘ 12.045-12.060(c.4742 - 0.4748)

Driven gear inner diameter 12.066 -12.109
(04750 - 0.4767) 1

Between shaft diameter
driven gear hoie diametar

and ‘ 0.006 - 0.064
(o.o0o2 - 0.0025)

0.15
(00059)

i

i1

‘ i

12.050 -12.077
(CL4744 - 0.4755)

Control support shaft seat inner diameter

i4
1 i

Oil pump and firing distributor control
shaft diameter

\ 11.982-12.000 ,
~ (OA717-0.4724) j

Between shaft seat and pump i
control shaft diameters

.__ i‘ . __ .......

0.200.050 - 0.095 }
(0.007?)(0.0020-0.0037) 1

H.016-13.043
(0.4337~ OAS-45)

Setting valve seat inner diameter, on
vaive body

tr
i

i 1 seat
0 iO.982- 11.000 0

(Q4324 - 0.4331)Oii pressure setting valve diameter

i Between setting vaive and its 0.03 6 - 0.061 i
(00006 - 0.0024)

i

0.20
(0.007?)

Oi! pressure setting =:a!ve spring characteristics

Free spring Eength mm 43.5 (in.

Spring iength under load mm 29.5 (in.

Check load kg 37.8-38.2 (lb

1.71)

1.16)

83.3 - 84.2)
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AIR CLEANER

An accurate servicing of the air cleaner is suggested to grant engine long life, especially
where operation takes place in very dusty air.

To this end, remove the oil cup (7, fig. 52), remove ring (9) and also the lower filtering mass
(10) and p;-e-c19ane1~ (2). The filtering mass surfaces will be cleaned with a dry brush, and
the dust removed from the filter inner surfaces, and from pipes, especially the central one (12)
and from preeleaner. The removed filtering mass and the one still fastened to the filter body,
shall be dipped into a container with kerosene.

Before filter replacement wait until the masses are well dried and drain the oil from the
cup, which shall be refilled till the level shown in fig. 52.

GASOLINE FEGGING

‘xii Y
_ -

. :1. 1:._T:.'1_'-;':.'f1‘?Z-‘i -
\, .s ' . ...‘-"»1§‘l%r'

>- _

Fig. 51 _ Feed pump components.
1, Diaphragm control. - 2. Diaphragm. - 3. Suction valve. - 4. Suction and
pressure valves spring. ~ 5. Pressure valve. -_ 6. Fuel container. - ‘I. Gauze filter.

* Gasoline feeding system includes:
the tank;
the filter and cup;
the feed pump;
the carburetor.
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Fig. ‘R2 ~ Air cleaner section.
1. Pre-cl-ee ner fastening screw. - 2. Pre-
cleaner. centrifugal. - 3. Pre-cleaner
fastening clamp. - 4. Air-duct to en-
gine. - 5. Gasket between cleaner body
and oil cup. - 6. Oil level. - 7. Oil cup.
- 8. Oil-cup fastening screw. - 9. Bot-
tom filter-element retaining snap ring.
- 10. Replaceable bottom filter element.
- 11. Fixed filter element. - 12. Cen-
tral air duet. - 13. Pre-cleaner inspec-

tion port.

r

I

Tractor overhaul should include an accurate cleaning of the tanks and lines. Any crack must
be Welded, after draining the tank, refilling With Water Without refitting the gasoline filler cap.

BOWL FILTER

air jet or the substitution of this last element if impaired.

The bowl filter, between the tank and the feed pump, prevents the foreign matters floated
by the gasoline to damage the feed pump components and clog the carburetor passages.

This filter features a decantation bowl and a cylindrical gauze filter.
The filter overhaul consists simply in the cleaning of the bowl and of the filter, using an -1:2
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A mechanically operated fuel feed pump, provided of a 1
cranckcase, it is actuated by a timing shaft cam, through a lever which -'
control tie-rod. '

The pump upper section features: a fuel container (8) used to prime the pump the gauze
filter (7), the suction (3) and pressure (5) valves with their springs (4).

The lower section is fitted with the pump diaphragm (2) and its control (1),
No particular attention is due to the feed pump; nevertheless We suggest to periodically

inspection it, and remove foreign matters collected into the container or on the gauze filter,
In addition Wash both suction and pressure valves and replace them if worn-out; check the
springs eiliciency and if deformed, replace them.

Springs should never be changed with each other during the reassembling: the pressure
valve spring contains greater number of turns.

Before replacing new diaphragms immerse new parts in kerosene for at least 15 minutes.

CAUTEONS

Failure of gasoline to reach the carburetor may be traced to:
empty gasoline tank;
bowl filter clogged;
impaired teed pump diaphragm:
slackened upper covers screws or assembling the two pump sections;
feed pump gauze filter (*1, fig. 51) clogged;
impaired valves (3, 5);
unelastic or broken springs (4);
feed pump control lever (1) showing excessive wear on surface contacting the cam.

CARBURETOR

Specifications and adiustement of the SOLEX C26 NH carburetor.
R1111

H1131

[[1111

DID]

D1111

IHHI

(1.02
(0.83
(0.049
(041236 in.)
(9.049 in.)
(0.051 in.)

Body diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Choke diameter . . 21
Main jet diameter . 1.25
idle jet diameter . . . 0.60
Emulsion air iet diameter . 1.25
Needle valve seat diameter . . . . . . . . 1.38
Well (without mark, integral to emulsion air iet)
Float Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,5 gr
Float level (see page 37 <<lnstructions for carburetor
M overhaul») . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 min (1.02 in.)

in.)
in.)
in.)

((3.37 oz.)

This carburetor, horizontal type, has the following characteristics:
anti-icing, allows good car-louration also with notably humid and cold air;
gives a good carburation also when the tractor operates on grounds of notable crosswise
and longitudinal slope;
starting is fitted of synchronizing control between the starting butterfly and the main one;
the starting butterfly opening as engine is running, is automatically caused clue to suction
prevaling downstreain 0-1? butterfly;
float chamber and starting functional air and the air for idling and maximum output. is ill-
taken from the main carburetor inlet, located downstream of fi1iB1‘- This advantages the
prevention of dust entering the float chamber and keeps constant the DT@S5i11‘@ difffirence
between intaken air and the air existing Within the Venturi, independenth’ f1‘0111 ail‘ Cleaner
operational conditions, in order to maintain an evenly rich miXt111‘8-
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,// iii‘-“\ \\‘ Fig. 53 - Solex C26NH carburetor functional diagram.
’ ' 1. Gasoline feed line. - 2. Starting butterflies synchronizing

tie»rod. - 3. Starting butterfly. - 4. Starting butterfly
recoil spring. - 5. 7. Float chamber air intake. - 6. Main
jet air nozzle. - 8. Idle jet air intake. - 9. Starting but-
terfly control tie-rod. - 10. Butterfly adjustment screw. -
11. Main butterfly control -tie-rod. - L2. Starting butterfly
opening choke lever. - 13. Main butterfly. - I4. Idle mix-
ture flow hole. _ 15. Mixture adjustment screw. - 16.
Idling flow duct. - 17. Idling well. - 18. Idling jet. - 19.
Main jet. - 20. Full load and starting well. - 21. Float. -

22. Needle valve.

26mm

‘ Q
.7

Progressive sicrrter.

=:==\§'anH‘
W

The progressive starter device allows of prompt engine cold starting. actuated by a relevant
control and it should progressively be excluded according to the engine increasing heating, until
complete exclusion, as soon as the engine might have reached a regular functional temperature.

As starting control knob is fully pulled, the butterfly (3, fig. 53) through tie-rod (9) beco-
mes completely shut. On such a position iie-rod (9) and through tie-rod (2), articulated to the
same lever, lightly opens the main butterfly (13) in order to set up conditions favourable to car-
buration. Under such circumstances, i.e. the starting butterfly being closed and the main butterfly
lightly open, a very rich mixture is being produced, which serves to the starting.

After engine starting and its speeding up to a given speed rate, the suction effects down-
stream butterfly (3), prevails against spring (4) elasticity, and the opening of such a butterfly
will follow (independently from the operator, and the starting device control knob being still
completely pulled out). This prevents excessive mixture enrichment after starting. Such a
device allows, therefore, a succession of positions, available for regular starting under all
conditions.

The observation of the carburetor diagram shows that the suction brought about by the
nearly total shutting of the main butterfly, sucks into the choke minimum section the mixture
produced into well (20), together with the air flowing through metering nozzle (6), which is
being additionally mixed to air intaken through the starting butterfly main duct (3).

CAUTION. - After starting, the knob should be pushed back.
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Fig. 54 - Overall view of carburetor. ‘Y: '
2. Starting butterfly synchronizing tie- \ 1 @
rod. - $ Staflfing buflmrfiy imcofl \
spring. - 9. Starting butterfly control _
ties}-0d_ _ 12_ Starting butter-fly pal-t_ Fig. 55 - Carburetor and float chamber.
Opening 1ever_ _, 14_ Idling mixi;-Ln-e 1. Gasoline inlet line. - 2. Starting butterfly synchronizing tie-mi - 9,
flow how _ 15_ Mixture adjlmment Snartmg butterfly control tie-md. - 15. Mixture adjustment screw. - 18. Idling

5crew_ jet. ~ 19. Main jet. - 21. Float. - 22. Needle valve.

Idling.
As main butterfly (13) is closed the engine suction sucks gasoline from Well (17) through

the hole (14).
The mixture takes place as gasoline meets the air entering from intake (8), and is delivered

from duct (16) down stream of the butterfly and through ring-orifice of the hole (14), and from
the screw (15) taper end.

Screw (15) adjusts and corrects the amount of mixture delivered from the idling nozzle, in
order to meet the engine requirements for a best idling. A

Full load functioning.
The main butterfly (13) being opened, the suction intakes the gasoline from Well (28).
The gasoline is mixtured with air entering from metering nozzle (6), and such a mixture

escapes from the pipe positioned at the choke minimum section (the max. suction zone).

Constant level floczi chamber.
Float chamb-er is fitted With a float (21, fig. 55), which actuates the needle (22) protruding

from its seat. As the fuel reaches the proper level, the float actuates the shutting of the flow
aperture and stops fuel delivery.

Carburetor trouble shooting.
As engine inspection detects impaired carburation, the causes may be traced as follows:
Carburetor flooding: check the needle vaive for seat leakages.
Impossible cold starting of engine: it follows clogged-starting-jet, or as control displace-

ment is partly “prevented.
Starting impossible when engine is hot: check for clogged jets or clogged inner passages or

for irregular idling system setting.
Acceleration difiiculties: check the main iet for clogging, or for main air metering nozzle

obstruction.
Excessive consumption: it is related to the main air-calibration nozzle.

CRBBURETOR OVERHAUL INSTRUCTIONS ‘

Level.
After removal of the carburetor float chamber, the needle valve seat and float are easily

inspected.
Before checking the float-chamber fuel-level, verify that: ‘

—- the needle-valve seat be well screwed and tightened with inserted gasket:
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——~ the calibrated hole of the needlewaive seat, should be free from foreign matters and not
bent or worn;

— the needle should be free in its guide. If leaking occurres, both valve and needle should be
replaced;

— float be not deformed or broken and prevented to oscillate due to excess of friction.
OVeI‘h11*n"I;11e gafbufetflr to check the fuel-level, measuring the distance between the float.

chamber plain, bearing upon the gasket, and uppermost profile of float: the measured distance
should be of 26 mm (1.02 in.) (fig. 53).

Fuel level adiustment requires aciiustment of the gasket-thickness located on the needle-
seat as follows; to augment the level, the gasket-thickness should be decreased correspondingly
to the required variation, Whereas it should be increased for the reverse adjustment.

Butterfly components.
The butterfly shafts should freely rotate into their guides even if engine is very hot.
Ascertain that no excess of play and butterfly deformation are present, because they would

cause engine irregular functioning, especially when idling and starting. If necessary, replace
the butterfly and slza-ftlets assembly.

Cleaning of inner passages and gauged. components. ' ‘“ ~..
We suggest the following procedure for the carburetor general cleaning:
Inner passages. ~ All gasoline passages have the diameter as required for best functioning;

it is therefore necessary to remove deposits and incrustations originated by fuel, which would
impair functional conditions. Use gasoline and a compressed air-iet for -cleaning purposes;
avoid using metallic points which could enlarge passage size.

Gauged components. - Full-load and idling jet-holders, and the jets, are removable using a
normal Wrench and screwdriver.

The gauged components cleaning requires a Washing in gasoline, followed by a compressed
air~jet blowing, metallic point -use being absolutely prohibited.

To avoid functional trouble ascertain, when reassembling the carburetor, that all parts be
screwed to their seats providing suificient seal.

Idling udiuslment.
Idling adjustment device features a butterfly closing adjustment-screw (10, fig. 56) and :-1

mixture adjustment screw (15, fig. 56).
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‘Vii. 7 f .4, fig 6 '

4/ . I K‘

i/J .. .. no
I GaSo1_Fl§-m56 - _Ove1-all viewof the carburetor.

; me let line. - 2. Startuig butterfly synchronizing
$18-1°¢ " 9- swims butterfly control tie-rod. _ 10 But-
terfly adjustment screw. - 12. Starting butterfly opening
control lever. - 18. Main butterfly. - 1-5, Mixture

adjustment screw. (Arrow shows the thickness adjustment between
. governor and generator).

Fig. 57 - Governor sectioned.
1. Shaft. - 2. Centrifugal-weights cover-support; - 3. Bush,
- 4. Spring. - 5. Spring cent.eri.ng~1-ing. ~ 6. Bearing. - 7.
Centrifugal weight. - 8. Centrifugal weight pivot. - 9. Body.

10. Generator.
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The butterfly adjustment screw allows its opening setting, Whereaggzgfgsm-3fiigtareggadjugtment
screw aims to set the mixture amount flowing from the idling
into the engine sucked air, through the gap ofiered by thebutterfly
mixturegrade is being produced as fit for regular engine operation. ~ '

Idling adiustment should be when engine is both hot and running, and the suggested 13111-
cedure is as follows:
_ the butterfly stop screw should be lightly screwed down (18, fig. 56), thus increasing the engine

speed rate;
»»— after, slack the mixture richness adiustment screw (15, fig. 56) until the engine begins (hum

ting », and progressively tighten it until engine runs regularly;
— lastly, slowly unscrew the throttle adiustment screw, until the engine speed~rate runs at its

lowest idling. Should the engine show a residual light ac hunting », the idling air setting-screw
should be lightly tightened.
In any case avoid the mixture adjustment screw to be completely tightened.

NGTE. - This servicing should be particularly cared for to avoid excessive gasoline con-
sumption when engine runs at normal speed rate.

GOVERNOR

Centrifugal weight type governor (fig. 57), operating at all engine speed rates, being keyed
to the generator armature spindle extension, at the generator rear end.

This assembly needs no functioning adjustment; the overhaul is limited to check the spring
(4) efiiciency, and the clearance between spindle (1) and bush (3), if not exceeding 0.02 min
(M11179 in.).

Bush (3) replacement by punch A313D89. Before reassembling the Weight carrying cover (2),
refill the governor body using Fiat grease G9.

The only servicing adjustments concern the control tie-rods, as illustrated in fig. '70.

INTAKE AND EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

All manifolds (fig. 58) should be carefully cleaned and the intake passages freed from dust
deposits and the exhaust one from carbon incrustation.

Check the cylinder head bearing surfaces‘ for bent. If necessary grind them on the surface
grinder, or using a file.

,__ 0 1

Fig. 58 - Intake and exhaust manitolds. ‘ I’
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COOLING SYSTEM

Engine cooling by Water circulation, controlled by a thermostat, fitted into the cylinder-block
Water outlet-pipe (7, fig. 17).

The system components are:
- Water pump;
- thermostat
— radiator; 21%;;

\— fan.
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Fig. 59 - Water pump section.

The water pump is a blade impeller centrifugal type, its spindle rotating on ball bearings,
fitted with a plate-cased rubbexhgasket sealing (fig. 59);
Stripping ..0ut, overhaul and reassemblin

The impeller.

Bearings.

Inspections.

Re assembling.

40

Fan, driving pulley, cover and assembling-key,
should be removed; and the impeller sttded
out, complete of spindle.

Remove front sealing-gasket, the Stop-‘ring,
bearings and the spacer.
NOTE. - If possible, avoid removal of the
sealing-gasket as, if not much careful, it may
be damaged.

Check for efitciency front and rear sealing
gaskets; ascertain that bearings are smoothly
running; remove the lime deposits from water-
corztacting surfaces.

Check that the impeller plane be slightly be-
neath the cover assembling plane (fig. 61),
and check that between the impeller blades
and the pump body there is sufficient clearance
to allow free running. _
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Fig. 60 - Water pump main dimensions.
(Impeller is supplied with spindle).

THERMOSTAT

The thermostat is assembled into the cylinder block Water outlet (7, fig. 1'7) and ascertains
rapid engine-temperature increment until a proper operating temperature is being reached.
Effectively, at starting, the thermostat being closed, the Water circulates only through the crank-
case and the cylinder-head, the radiator being excluded. But, as soon as temperature increases,
the thermostat bellows extends, and the valve being opened, the circulation through the radiator
takes place.

The thermostat has a fixed calibration and needs no setting. Functional ternperaturerange
is as follows:

M» beginning of opening 82°-87°C (179.6-188.6° F)
— end opening 90%!-15° C (194-203° F)
~— valve maximum displacement 6-8 mm (0.24-0.32 in.)

Check the thermostat regularity of functioning by placing it into a Water-heater and immerse
also the bulothermolneter found on dashboard.

RADIATOR

Excess of Water heating, experienced during engine functioning, calls for various checks:
after a thermostat check-up, ascertain that the radiating mass be not prevented by outside
obstructions and limestone incrustations inside the tubes.'

Such incrustations, inside the radiator and the cooling system circuit, may be removed with
accurate cleaning, as the radiator is installed on the tractor; the procedure is as follows:
— make a solution of 300 grams (10.6 oz.) of sodium carbonate in about six liters of water (1.3

imp. gal.) and strain the solution through a cloth;
-— fill the radiator with the solution, and run the engine, nearly idling speed, for about 1E}

minutes. Drain the radiator;

<1. ’ /\=?§;- t/85$} _.

- V,
_¥_. ‘ 1;‘,/" _5 -.__.‘
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Fig. c1 - Check of distance between the pump assembling Fig. 52 - Checking fan blades for rliswrrwn using 1%
plane and the impeller plane. surface gauge.

1. Pump cover.
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— refill the radiator With clean Water, and run again the engine» and drain it again? if 119935531‘?
repeat such rinsing.
Check radiator for eventual leakages.
Water leakages may be located by a pressure test.

NOTE. - Free the radiator steam-exhaust-pipe if clogged by calcareous scale or soil to
avoid abnormal pressure rise into the cooling system.

FAN

Fan blade unbalancing makes rising noise during engine tests and should be checked and if
necessary truer}. up.

A surface gauge of Which the point bears upon t-he fan blade, may point-out the fan con~
ditions if blades are slowly rotated (62).

Repkxcement of generator and {cm driving-belts. M -~-

To replace belting, when tractor is fitted with hydraulic-lift, avoid the control-pump removal,
but proceed as follows:
— remove the bolt assembling the hydraulic pump control shaft to sections (63), after removal

of the out fastening split pin; slide lengthwise the shaft section assembled to the pulley,
towards the pump;

—~— slacker: screws fastening the generator support to the belt stretcher (2, fig. 8).

Q Fig. 63 - Hyeirauiic pump control shaft.
2. Shaft sections union bolt.I--
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ENGING REAVSSEMBLENG

To speed up reassembling, fit the timing gear case and the
case, which shall he mounted on the rotary stand ARR 2216, using the the
procedure is as follows:

Components being assembled!

Lines and pistons.

Camshaft.

Crankshaft.

'2, ;_l_,'of‘ -_

i icing“

.-dgg

Fig. 64 - Checking projection of cylinder liners on engine
block.

1. Tool A313013, assembling the liners to the engine
crankcase. - 2. Straight edge C517011.

Crankshaft rear cover and seal gasket
(3, fig. 66).

Procedure and cautions :

Fit piston connecting-rod-units into ‘respective
liners. caring the piston Ting introduction
using the band A313018/bis.

Piston pins and connecting rods fitting to
pistons, should be according to instructions
on page 26.

Liners reasscmbling is related to correct fitting
of the gaskets (19, fig. 14); after reassembling,
check liner projection upon engine block,
which should be within the range limits shown
in the table on page 13; use straight edge
C517011 and feeler gauge (fig. 64).

Mount tool A313013 to fasten liners, using the
some screws and washers normally connecting
the cylinder head; overturn U30“ rotation) the
crankcase; fit the camshaft support bushes
and tighten the relevant screws to their seats
(9, 11, fig. 11, 16', fig. 14): from the crankcase
front end, slide in the camshaft, and after
assemble to it the bronze stop-plate, and the
three screws provided of the two stop-plates.

Fit the crankshaft journal half-bearings to the
three supports, and the thrust halfirings to
the front support, after having checked the
half-bearings thickness against variations fol-
lowing grinding of the crankshaft journals, if
necessary;
check clearance between iowrnols and half-
beorings, according to indications on page 23.

NOTE. - When fitting journal bearing caps,
ascertain that the number marks be facing
the some side as those marked on crankcase
(fig. 65).

The cap self-locking screws tightening, should
be performed using the torque-wrench ap-
plying a torque of 11 kgm (39 fi-lb-L
Check thot_the crankshaft end play (fig. 35)
be within the limits provided in the table on
page 23.

43.
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fig 65 - Crankshaft Joumal caps txghtemng, and post
tmmng of numbers markafi on caps and crankcase

Connecting rod big end caps

Tnmng gears

 . _ /\,, ,,,,_,,_ /\¥_ J)
C ___

57 Ti-1111118 gr-Hrs Fig‘. 68 - Cyilnder heafi screws tightening sequence.(NOTE Ebeterence marks on gears are coincidmg before
e TD C takes place. when the first cylinder intakes)

Fig. 66 - Using torque wrench to_a-pply a torque of 5.5 kgm
(40 ft--3b.} for the connecting rod big end cap tightening.

3. Cover with rear sealing gasket.

Fit the caps with the half-bearings, after
checking if the clearance between journal and
half-bearings is within limits, as shown in the
table on page 23.
After assembling, the number marks on caps
should correspond to the cylinder numbers,
found near to the connecting rod assembling
plane (U, fig. 40).
The self-locking screws tightening torque is
5.5 hgm (40 ft-1b.).

Set the crankshaft with its no. 1 cylinder at
the T.D.C. and position the flywheel so that
the mark T.D.C. 1-4, marked on the external
face, be corresponding to the timing index.
Use the torque wrench to tighten the self»
locking screws to a torque of 7 kgm (51 ft-115.).

Fit to the crankshaft end the gear bearing
ring, its elastic stop and the key.
Set the crankshaft no. 1 web its T.D.C., and
at the same time fit the end of the shafts with
gears and chains. Mind that the gear reference
marks be in correspondence and that the
chain stretching fins be facing the crankcase
(fig. 67).
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Fit *0 cement‘ theand the complete
Oil pump, cflmplete. Fasten the pump to their

strainer to the crankshaft central fez.-wit:-cap.

Engine sump.

Tappgtg, Overturn the crankshaft U80“ rotation) and
using tool A413055 (fig. 11) fit the tappezs
into their seats.

Cylinder head (fig. 1'7) The cylinder head should be fitted with: the
valves, the intake and exhaust manifolds, pro-
vided of the generator and starting motor
shield, the carburetor, the water pump com-
plete of fan and oil filter.
Lay upon the crankcase, the gasket and fasten
the cylinder head with the screws and the
steel and copper washers.
The tightening torque is 9 kg (65 ft-lb.) applied
gradually to the screws according to the se-
quence of fig. 68 diagram.

Push rods, rocker arms and their supports, Twv $61168 Of P11-971 T0058, easily ti-91-‘fiflifllllfi, 0116
and housing cover. for the exhaust, being of equal diameter and

the other, for the intake, having two-cliameten
rods of different metals are fitted to control
the engine valves through rocker arms.
After fastening both axles and rockers arms
the valves should be adjusted according tithe
instructions shown on page 20 and concerning
the timing checks. __i:_'_.

Crankshaft pulley. Keyed to the crankshaft, it is fastened-with
nut and stop plate. *

Cylinder outlet pipe, complete of thermostat Between the flanges attaching the pipe to hlziéfi
(fig. 17). cylinder head, fit the gaskets.

Oil filler, pressure-setting box and filter in1et- The reassembling of valve components should
and-outlet"‘pipesl » follow the suggestions at fig. 50.

Fasten to crankcase the filter oil outlet pipe,
after assembling of the firing distributor
support. '

The resistance, coil, and firing distributor with Fasten the resistance and the coil to the sup-
its support, and the sparking plugs. port opposite side, and fasten 13718 $1119 T0 the

timing housing: -
mount the oil-pump control-and-firing distri-

_ butor support, and fasten its upper and front
side to the crankcase using the screw at-
tgghing the oil outlet pipe to the filter; _
fasten to its su1JP0?'¢ the firing distributor anial?
fit its cap;

V45



Starting motor, the generator, fitted With the
governor, and the control belting.

._) l _.
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Fig. 69 - Adjustment of clearance between valves and
rocket arms.

Feed pump and piping.

ENGINE BRAKE TESTING

connect the firing plugs to the corresponding
numbered cables.

Tighten the starting motor inner nut with the
wrench A ZH969.
To assemble the generator it is necessary the
coincidence of the dowel projecting from its
frame with the relevant support hole.
After the assembling, the governor control
lever~end should be housed into the relevant
governor-shaft recess.

NOTE. - The generator control-pulley fastening
nut tightem'ng—torgue should be of 7 kgm (51
It-lb.) and the speeoZ»governor case to armature
fastening torque of 2 hgm (14 ft-1b.).

After belting assembling, its tension may be
adjusted by pulling the generator outside, and
tightening the stretcher screws (2, fig. ti) when,
applying a slight pressure“ by hand, the belt
settling is of I-1.5 cm (0.39-0.59 'in.).
Excess tension might rise abnormal pressure
upon the generatoawand-water-pump spindle
bearings.

Mount the pump and its insulating plate to
the engine crankcase.

Install the engine on the test bench, checking the alignment between crankshaft and brake
shaft; connect the cooling Water, the gasoline and the exhaust gas pipes.

Energize by a 24 V battery the starting motor.
Refill to normal level the engine oil sump. Start the engine and measure the access of oil,

fuel, and Water leakages; the oil gauge pressure should be normal, ecc. If necessary, eliminate
trouble before testing.

The run-in period is related to the previous overhaul importance of its components. After
general overhaul the run-in cycle should be applied by degrees, during about two hours and the
speed rate increasing from 1808 to 2560 1-.p.m.; a gradually applied braking to the increasing
facility of engine rotation, keeps the 1‘.p.II1. rate within the required speed level.

As run-in is ended, the engine operation of about 15 minutes at its maximum output, will
precede the check-up of the develop-ed power.

To check output, set governor as stated at page 49, caring the main throttle extreme setting
and idling setting.

For power testing We suggest to use the tractor belt pulley to operate the test-bench driver»
pulley, taking care that the belt sliding be Within the 3% limit. If necessary the belt slipping
may be reduced by a proper adhesive.

1

NOTE. - The output of a freshly overhauled engine, after only two hours of run-in, cannot
reath the initial specification figure, which will be reached as the engine run-in is completed.
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Speed rate ‘

R.P.M

Output corresponding Output correspohdu-lg " use 1
to a two hour engine to a 28 hour engine Ion Q-n3 (51 (‘U in)

*__ '11‘ "A -. ~.*.'.'I. :»'~"%‘.‘.‘!~‘.-4 ',‘»‘»‘ 1'1-‘$1‘=§'>'>?'::eTL-'~?'""?€%F;fi‘-Q:-Wrjfirfi -/-'5'.", *,_ E ;_» _.-_.;..¢;,=
' rt »>e~ arr" We — * "- _

FU!'|-lfl FUR-ifl l
HP HP

of fuel
58¢.

speed rate
load)

; Maximum
‘ ‘(under

Maximum torque

‘Maximum‘ speed (under
l load)

idling (under no load)
l

1 ________,_,

HO

1\
l

l
I

2500

T600

not more than
2650-2700 r

4so - 500
ii

___________________ T7 ls

i
I

not less than 35 not less than 38 app,-¢x_ 30 1

not less than 24 not less than 26.5 i app,-ox. 44
l

Bit? PULLEY ENGINE OUTPUT

E

T ___ __

ngine

R.P.M.

speed rate ‘
Belt pulley
speed rate

R.P.M.

ll
‘ Output corresponding Output corresponding Necessary time to use

to a 2 hour engine to a 20 hour engine 100 cma (6.1 cu. in.)
run-in run-in oi fuei

HP HP p l sec,

1Maximum speed rate
(under load)

Maximum torque

lMax5mum speed
‘ (under no -load)

1 Idling (under no toad)

2500

I000

not more
2650 - 27

480 - 50

than
oo \

l

O

1400 ~ ‘t

930

415

l400

300- 325

_,,,,,, 3 — ______\_ __ ,

p ‘ \
‘ not less than 32 not less than 34 approx, 39

not less than 22 not less than 24 approx‘ 44
\

1‘ _ as i

NOTE - The foregoing power specifications are admitting a tolerance of less 5%; consumption data admit a tolerance in excess of 5%-

GOVERNOR CONTROL TIE-RODS ASSEMBLY ADJUSTMENT

The centrifugal Weights type governor functions at all engine operating speed rate and is
keyed at the rear of the generator shaft extension.

Good engine operation requires the governor control tie-rods adiustment, as follows and
according to the scheme of fig. '70.

~u.

As engine is stopped.

Check for free oscillation levers and articulation (g). The articulation adiustment requires
the casteilated-nut nearing and its unscrewing, corresponding to one or two nuts-slots. In addi-
tion, ascertain that the lever (q) be centered into the governor shaft slot (5); if necessary“,
adjust by displacing thicknesses (p);
ascertain, after removal of governor spring (I11), that shaftlet-run (5) be of about 7 mm (0.28
in.): for such as displacement, use tool A217643 (fig. '72);

ascertain that the accelerator -control-lever-clutch be so adjusted that it be necessary to apply
to the control knob a weight of about 8 kg (18 1b.), to lower it to the P0535011 of ‘K C0mP19te1Y
accelerated» (i.e., the carburetor main-throttle being con1plBt61Y °Pe1‘-)- on Such ¢°I1f1iti0I1$
the displacement of the lever under action of the recoil spring (I11) Of governor, is being
avoided, when the engine is accelerated.
The clutch adiiistment is through the nut ((1);
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Fig. 71 - The tractor viewed from the carburetor and governor control tie~r0ds side, (For reference see fig. 70).

-- ascertain that, the accelerator lever being put at the idling position, the main butterfly
being close, the distance between the adjusting tie~rod to pivots (n), be of 78-80 mm (3.87-
3.15 in.) in order to impart, during the assembling, alight pre-toad to the governor spring (in);

- completely low-er the governor control lever (c), disconnect tie-rod (11) from lever (e) and
after completely opening the throttle, ascertain that the tie-rod (11) end be displaced back-
wards of 4-6 mm (0.16-0.24 in.) with reference to the attachment hole found on lever (e).
Diiferent conditions call for resetting through adjustable tie-rod (11);

M displace the accelerator control hand lever (c) to idling position, and ascertain that between
this lever and lever (b), there is a distance of 2-3 mm (0.08-0.12 in.) and in addition see that
the main butterfly control lever be contacting the idling lever; if otherwise, adjust through
tie-rod (11). This adjustment ascertains that, as soon as pedal is being freed, its recoil springs
displace the main butterfly (13) to the idling position.

NOTE. - If the required gap between levers (b) and (c) is not being obtained, as no more threads
on adjustable tie-rod (h) are available, do reduce (if necessary till zero) the gap of 4-6 min
(0.16-8.24 in.), measured when the butterfly was completely open by acting upon the adjustable
tie-rod (11).

—I Set the accelerator control hand lever (c) to its idling position and check the point (f)
displacement, that should be of 6-8 mm (0.24-0.32 in.). Ascertain that lever (e) be centered,
at half run, on point (f) in order to maintain its best contact with the point, in any position.

NOTET1 During-tie-rod setting, and when the ~15-F
accelerator control (c) hand lever is brought 53 it
from the maximum output to the idling position, ‘_ 51 _-5?
ascertain that lever (b) be continuously con- Q ‘ ' ‘\‘{‘
tasting lever (c) during the first part of such a 2 A' g -.
displacement. if otherwise, pull back the acce- l l I

_*.1'T‘»~.__Q "'*-_ ‘*3’? |m 
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lerator pedal, to obtain such a condition. “rt RV] VII A
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Fig. ‘I2 - Opening of governor weights, as engine is stopped.
A. T001 A 217043. I 5. Governor shaft.
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With running engine.

-~ The engine idling maximum speed rate @550‘ 2709 1‘-P-H1.) may be adjusted by the adiustment
screw (i), Which aciuates lever (1);

— should ihe engine idling be irregular (hunting) or loo high, follow the instructions of ‘the
paragraph (Idling adjustment» 011 page 37;

—- if with engine running at half-load, such a condition may be experienced as tractor runs on
second gear, when brakes are moderately actuated, the speed is oscillating the point (f)
displacement should be GRADUALLY increased, until a maximum of 11 mm (0.43 in.), if
necessary.
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nan _ Pa F if *’Em*5- P- Head 1*‘-i1'1'1D5» 3-llfihf» type. - F. 1-Iooter fuse. ~ IPA. Hooter push-button - A. Hooter (optie-

use ‘:3 (4)- ' GR Rregllia-$01‘ Emu? - PC! Reg!-1lator—group fuse holder FC Dashboardlteary charge tel!-t 1 1. . _ ' ~ ' - - . ' “._ ' “mil “ 55- Bat-igr? Nfllfluib ‘OLA. Starting and i111.1m11'1&tl0l’l svfltch. -_ GA. Starting switch. _ FP. Rear parking light, -
B1‘ Plate illumination lamp. - GP. B1-pole jack. — PP. Rear lamp (option-em.

(NOTE. » The illustrated electrics-I plant diagram concerns. its complete syst-em).
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Figure 73 illustrates the electric-system diagram. The instructions’ concerning the instru—
me;-it overhaul, may be seen in the Overhaul and Repair Instructions of 400R series tractors
(Print 354.069).

We give hereafter only such positions concerning the starting-and-light switch, and the ind}-
cations about fuses, which differ from 400 R Diesel tractor series.

LIGHTING AND STARTING SWlTCH

The following circuits are energized in correspondence of each specified key position:
W Position fl 30
»-— Position 1 36-51

as/1
so/1

-- Position 2 3U-51 30/1-53

—— Position 3 3051 3i?/1-58-5513

-~ Position 4 30-51-553 30/1-58

all circuits out.
energized: firing, starting switch, generator
telltale lamp.
energized: firing, starting switch, generator
tell»tale lamp, front parking lights, dashboard
lamp, rear parking lights, nameplate lamp,
2-pole jack, 185] mm (3.9 in.) lamp, with inte-
gral switch.
energized: firing, starting switch, generator
tell-tale lamp, front parking lights, dashboard
light, rear parking lights, name plate lamp,
2-pole jack, 100 min (3.9 in.) lamp, with inte-
gral switch, passing lights.
energized: firing, starting switch, generator
tell-tale lamp, front parking lights, dashboard
lamp, rear parking lights, name-plate lamp,
2-pole jack, 100 mm (3.? in.) lamp, with inte-
gral switch, driving lights.

To remove the key, be sure to set it at zero position.

STARTING swirce

Starting switch functioning, is conditioned to the position of << lighting and starting switch ».
At each

—— Position B
-~ Position 1
-~ Position 2

FUSES Q u,

switch lever position, the following will take place:
: 15,/'54 -— All circuits excluded.
: 1,5,/.54~19 -~ Additional resistance excluded.
: 15/54-19-50a —- Additional resistance and starting excluded.

The electrical system is protected by four 8 A fuses seated into a relevant box, located near
the dashboard and by a 16A fuse for the regulator group, seated into its cylindric fuse-box.

The circuits, as protected by each individual fuse are:
-- 54/1 (8 A) protects:

foint.
W 30/2 (8 A) protects:
—— 30/1 (8 A) protects:
—- 54/2 (BA) protects:

right front parking light, left rear parking light, name plate lamp, 2-pole

driving light, right and left.
passing light, right and left.
left front parking light, right rear parking light, dashboard lamp, rear
lamp 100 mm (3.9 in.) having embodied switch.
regulator group.
protects: hooter.

—- 16A fuse protects:
»~ 8A fuse, optional,

Without protection being: the firing circuit, the starting circuit, the generator and its tell-
tale lamp circuit.
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The ignition system (fig. 74) embodies:
-— the firing coil;
——~ a resistance, in series to the P1"i11131'Y C9“ “/’iI1'IiiI18 01' 5 Ohm;
—— the distributor, with the contact breaker, the automatic advance, and the condenser:
-— low and high voltage cable; '
— spark plugs;
-—- an electrical energy source, composed by generator and battery.

The firing circuit features:
~»— the low voltage circuit, or primary circuit, embodying: energy source, contact breaker, con-

denser and the firing coil primary Winding, and the resistance, in series to the coil primary;
-~ the high voltage circuit, or secondary circuit, features: the firing coil secondary Winding, the

rotary brushes of distributor, the distributor cap and its terminals and central carbon contact,
the high voltage cables, and spark plugs.

Q».

all‘e1euror|-lagneke
to the eiecrromagnci

15 -WW!‘_ mu .
, R

i v—{1|- ‘= ‘Co so;
B B ,5 ' Fig. 74 - Ignition system diagram.

I . . . .,__ ! + ___ E + 15,5‘ C. Spark plugs. - DA. Firing distri-
"‘ ‘ ‘ Q butor. _ Co. Condenser. - RA. Firing

coil. - R. Additional resistance, in
series with firing coil primary - B.

Battery. - CA. Starting switch.

o

OPERAYEON

The contact breaker, from the inside of distributor, interrupts the primary circuit by the
contact-opening.

The current, being interrupted as flowing through the primary coil, is prevented to generate
an arc through the contact, as is absorbed by the condenser, branched in parallel to those
contacts.

Thus rapid extinction of the primary current is being obtained, and, consequently, also rapid
diminishing of the magnetic field intensity, which induction-generates, through the firing-coiL
secondary-Winding, a very high electro,-motive force; this is delivered to the spark plugs
(according order 1-3-4-2), through the distributor rotary brush.

IGNETION DISTRIBUTOR

This distributor features:
—- automatic advance device;
-— low voltage circuit contact breaker;
-- the condenser and the high voltage distributor.

The centrifugal automatic advance (fig. 75) is composed oi? a disc (1) keyed to the control
shaft, fitted with two symmetrical Weights (2), hinged to one end. Each other end of the two
weights is articulated to a plate (3) integral to the camshaft.

Two recoil helical springs (4) counteract the Weight displacement.
The rotation~speed variations, owing to centrifugal force, bring about Weights distance incre-

ment; such weights being articulated to the camshaft, an angular rotation of it and consequently
the rotation of the cam with reference to the distributor control shaft, is following.

Th.-e contact~‘oreaker is composed by the distributor shaft cam and two contacts; one fixed
and the other fitted to a small hammer, provided of slide, bearing upon the cam.
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‘Fig. 1'5 - Distributor automatic advance.
I. Weights carrying disc. - 2. Weights. -
3. Plate integral to the camshaft. —

4. Weight recoil springs.

The cam has four lobes, Which control opening and closing of the two contacts.
The fixed contact is assembled to an adjustable support (3, fig. 76), in order to set the contact

maximurn gap by a screw (1).
High voltage is delivered to the distributor-cap central-terminal from the firing coil, and

through carbonend-rotary-brush fitted on relevant seat to the camshaft, is being fed, during
the rotation, to each of the four sparking-plugs.

CE-§EC':(iNG THE D'lSTR!EUTOR ON THE TEST-BENCH

1. Functional test.

Fit the distributor to the electric-system test-bench, and connect it to the variable-speed motor.
After, connect a firing-coil and a battery, and connect the four cap peripheral terminals to the
spark-gap meter four terminals (adiustable spark-gap type fig. 77).

Rotate the distributor (see the prescribed rotation direction) during a few minutes, at a speed
rate of 2080' r.p.n1., the spark-gap being about 5 mm (8.20 in). After, increase such point distance
to 19 mm (0.39 in.) and check the distributor for internal noise which wouid show discharges.
Such conciition, in -addition to the internal noise, is also pointed out by decrement of intensity
(or total lack) of one or more sparks, observed at spark-gap meter.

2. Azztomaticeacivance diagram inspection.

The distributor being fitted to the test bench, connect it to the coil, motor and battery, as
described hereup. 7

After, connect one of the peripheral terminals of the cap to the test bench stroboscopic
device, through e cable. ‘

Rotate distributor to 300-490 r.p.m., and by the stroboscope, measure the angle degrees
corresponding to the spark beginning.

After having increased the distributor speed rotation, perform again such a measure by the
stroboscope.

If the speed increment is not very high, with reference to the preceding speed rate, the
angular reading will be the same.
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The rotation speed-rate being continuously increased, and reading taken at each increment
of 2{l0~39U r.p.m., it is possible to read new values as stroboscopic indication.

The difference taking place between these last values and those (constant) read before,
gives the firing advance degrees with reference to the distributor.

Minding that the distributor runs at half engines speed, the read values should be doubled
(both r.p.m. and advance degrees) in order to check the automatic advance, referred to engine,
of Which. the diagram has been illustrated in fig. 78.

The distributor maximum automatic advance is 2é°:2°.

3. Timing check.
Fit distributor on test bench and remove the cap.
Connect it to firing coil and battery, and insert on the primary circuit an arnmeter and a

small lamp. '
Rotate by hand, in the prescribed direction,the distributor, and read on the strobosc-ope gra-

duated disc, and corresponding to the reference marks, the degrees corresponding to the contact
opening.

Such opening-time is shown as the amperemeter hand returns to zero, or as the lamp is
extinguished.

Continue the distributor rotation, always in the same direction, until the amperemeter hand
is being displaced towards the instrument indication side (the arnperemeter follows the pri-
mary-current value) or till the lamp is being again lit, which points out the contacts are being
closed.

At this exact time, the degrees value corresponding to the reference mark, should be read.
In addition, the distributor being still rotated, the new valueicorresponding to a new contact

reopening should be measured (pointed out by the lamp extinction or the amperemeter hand
returning to the zero mark).

The diiference taking place between the second and first values, gives the closing angular
value; the difference between third and second value, represents the opening angle value.

The addition of those tvvo values in degrees, should be of 98°-21°.
After having checked the angular distance between first and second opening position, check

also angular distance between third and fourth positions, according to the foregoing procedure,
and checking such amplitude against the admitted tolerance: 90°11?

4. Cheking of the opening~closing sequence of the contact breaker.
This check should be according the procedure explained at point 3 for the timing; care

should be taken, however, to begin, at the test starting, from a closing position (ampcremeter
is showing the primary current, or the lamp is lit).

Afterwards, measure the closing amplitude angle and the opening amplitude angle.
The first one should be of 58°:3° and the second one of 32°13“.
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Fig. 79 - Distributor condenser verified on ‘Lest bench.

5. Distributor noise check.

During tractor operation, the firing distributor should not be noisy for any engine speed.
Noise excess should be generally traced to the following:

— contact pressure differing from gr 550153 (19.i:1.8 02.); i
— worn~out bushes;
-~ Weight pivots excess Wear;
»-~ insutficient elasticity of Weight-recoil-springs.

The first trouble brings about also a firing difficulty at high speeds, if the pressure is less than
the prescribed value. If, on the contrary, the contact pressure is larger, an accentuated contact
Wear will be experienced and also of the cam and the mobile contact lever slide.

The last case brings about also a shifting of the automatic advance diagram, and firing would
be advanced with reference to the prescribed speed rate.

6. Mechanical components check.
Check for fitness the contacts, mainly for oxidation, burns, and crater like formation, etc.
In addition the Wear of the rotary brush, of cap fired-blocks and high voltage terminal

should not be in excess of 0.3 mm ((10118 in.).
Check the distributor contact lever slide for wear. Wear should never rise a contact~breaker-

timing dispiacement exceeding 2°, referred to the firing distributor. Check contact opening for
gap (111111 €l.45:{].83; 0.G177:tB.0U12 in.) and that the contact pressure be of gr 550m5l} (19.4i1.8 oz.).

'7. Checking insulation resistance.
Insulation resistance between the various terminals and grounding should exceed 10 mega-

ohrn at 500 V.
Such measure between the contact breaker terminal and grounding, should be performed as

the breaker contacts are opened. ,
8. Bench test of the condenser (fig. 5'9}.

Condenser capacity should range between 0.15 and 0.29 micro-fared, when measured at a
frequency between 50 and'1{}{1 hertz. Insulation resistance, at not condition and 100V direct-
current, should exceed 1 mega-ohm/micro-farad.
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FUNCIWONAL DEFECTS TROU8i.E SHOOTING

Impaired firing or completely missing.

It can be traced to the following causes:
a) Worn-out contacts of starting switch;
b) short circuited condenser, or poor insulation.

Consequently the firing-coil secondary-Winding is insuflicient to produce either any sparking
or an eflicient one.
c) Cracked firing distributor cap or having carbon dust on its inner surfaces, or humidity traces.

The regular functioning in this case is due to current leaking through cracks, burns and
humidity traces, to grounding.
ti) Rotary brush plastics-component, being cracked, carbon. dusted, or humid.

The same dispersions towards grounding as described for the cap.
e)‘ Wear, breakage of the carbon central-spring-contact or deformation of its pressure spring.

Thus, a sparking-arc will take place between the contact and rotary brush, with consequent
voltage drop and reduction of sparking-plug-electrode voltage. “"
f) Contacts having point or crater (hollow) formation. _

This happens generally when contact opening is less than the prescribed gap amount.’ Point
formation renders the primary Winding opening, erratic, and therefore, inefhcient the spark
delivered to the secondary Winding.
g) Oxidized or blacked contacts.

The trouble may be traced to:
— condenser-circuit high resistance, due to impaired connections, or interrupted wires, which

brings about defective ‘firing at starting and at high speeds;
— oil, or various dirt, smearing the contacting surfaces;
We in some. oases, less frequent, the regulator calibrating voltage being excessively high (much

more than the admitted maximum).
Oxidation or blackening of contacts endangers high resistance between the contacts them-

selves and therefore interrupts continuously the primary current, thus bringing about firing
system interruptions.
h) Contacts excessive opening.

The spark being Weak, especiaily at high speed, this is due to the impossibility of the primary
current to reach a suficient value, because the contact breaker acts too rapidly.

Abnormal advanced tiring.

This generally should be traced to lack of elasticity of the centrifugal governor springs.

RE?AlR H€STRUCT!ONS

Replace caps when cracked or showing carbon formation.
Cap terminals, rotary brush and breaker contact (When oxidized, corroded or burnt), may be

reshaped with a very smooth file. Emery paper should never be used.
Vtlhenev-er terminal or rotary brush wear exceeds 0.3 mm (011118 111.), replace both cap and

rotary brush.
In addition replace the contact breaker lever when the slide shows excess of wear, or the

gap opening is exceeding 0.48 mm (M1189 in.) and it is impossible to turn any more the fixed
contact support adjustment screw. In all other cases it is sufficient to adjust such a screw.

Should the distributor shaft show excess of play, we suggest to replace the distributor
assembling.

If the centrifugal governor springs he Without elasticity, the replacement should be made
1153118 the difitfibutor Maker original replacement parts.
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During repairs or firing distributor checksaiways verify the sharp;

lubricant caiis for replenishing the relevant greaser using Fiat
smear using FIAT vs (SAE 5:1) engine oil the felt found inside the "

THVHNG lGNiTlON

If the distributor control shaft sleeve has been removed, the timing should be made as
follows :

bring cylinders No. 1 and 4 pistons to the 'I‘.D.C., ascertaining that cylinder No. 1 valves be
closed. This check should bring the reference mark found on the engine flywheel P.M.S_ 1-4
(’i‘.D.C. 1-4) With the timing index (fig. 29). Another couple of marks may be coincided to
this end: one on timing cover and the other on fan generator control pulley (fig. 39);
mount the distributor, Without cap, on its support, after removal from engine. Insert on the
distributor lower end the control joint. Rotate by hand, the control shaft, so that the rotary
brush be facing the cylinder No. 1 firing contact, and the breaker contacts are just beginning
the opening (but before, ascertain that maximum contact gap be the prescribed one, i.e. 9.42-
0.413 mm (Q6165-0.0189 in.);
without displacing the distributor shaft from this last position, insert the lower joint into the
control shaft indented end. Fasten support to engine by its two screws;
check again if contacts are beginnig the opening and tighten the distributor to the support
using the fastening screw;
finally connect the cables to the sparking plugs, according to the firing sequence: 1-3»4-2.

IGNITION COIL

The firing-coil, features a soft iron-core, around which the primary and secondary windings
are produced. Such two windings, immersed into solid insulating mastic, are housed into a me-
tallic container fitted to a hackelite insulating cap, presenting the two Winding ends.

On the firing coil cap are taking place two peripheral terminals and a central one. The two
peripheral ones are the primary Winding ends; the central terminal is the secondary Winding end.

BENCH TEST INSTRUCHONS
To check a firing coii efficiency, use the relevant test bench (fig. 80) with the following

procedure.
1. Ohmic resistances.

Primary ohmic resistance at 2U°:5°C (68:41°F) should range Within 11-16 ohm. Secondary
resistance should range between 3800 -11008 ohm.

Fig. 80 - Firing coil checked on test

_,_ _

bench. ~
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2. Grounding-to-coil insulation.
The coil should resist temperatures of 109°C (212==F) to an alternate voltage of 500V eitective

at 50 hertz applied during 3 minutes between one primary Winding terminal and the metallic
shell, without any discharge taking place.

Insulation resistances to grounding, at 100°C (212°F), should exceed or equal 50 mega-ohm at
S88 V direct current.
3. Spark length measurement (added resistance being inserted).

Operate the coil provided of distributor, Without using the high voltage distribution and
discharge all sparks with a sparking-gap meter, equipped with a ionizing point to measure ma-
ximum spark-length; such a length is defined by the distance between points as spark begins to
extinguish. _

At high temperature, after about two hour functioning of the coil, delivering 5!] sparks per
second, the spark length should be at least 12 mm (£1.47 in.) at 2.4 V.
4. Testing with shunted spark gap (additional resistance inserted).

Shunt 1 mega-ohm resistance to the spark-gap meter. ‘
Spark length, in this condition, should not be reduced, with reference to the foregoing test,

of more than 25%. ' "
5. Overvoltage test (additional resistance inserted). _

Energize the coil with a 34V battery with 60 sparks per second, after the high voltage ter-
minal is connected to the spark gap, set at 8 mrn ((1.32 in.). The coil should resist such a test
during 15 minutes.

After two hours functioning at a voltage of 24 V with 68 sparks per second (this being called
hot test), additionally energize with 24 V, for 5 minutes, the secondary circuit being open. No
damaging should follow.

TROUBLE SHOOTING AND REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

Firing coil defects may be as follows:
a) Circuit interruptions, easily traceable with simple tests (bulbs, electric bells, etc.).
b) Internal short circuits, of groups of turns verifiable through circuits resistance measures,

provided that short circuit be of many turns.
c) Spilling of insulating mastic, which may impair theccoil internal insulation.
d) Vvater leakaging inside, or lack of sealing. Check such a defect by an insulating measure

between winding and ground.
e) Slackened or dirty connections.

All foregoing cases call for coil substitution; but for case e) which consents the assembly
repair.

EGNWION COEL ADDl't'iONAl. RES¥5TANCE

Such a resistance is inserted in series on the firing coil primary winding.
When starting, set the switch lever to the first clic, and the additional resistance (6, fig. 9)

is being automatically short-circuited, Whereas the second clic setting allows the starting. When
the additional resistance is being excluded, the coil primary Winding drains more current and
consequently more eflicient spark is being delivered to the spark plugs even if battery voltage
is relatively low; this facilitates the starting.

As the engine is being started, the resetting of the starting switch lever to its rest position,
automatically inserts the additional resistance, thus giving the system normal functioning possi-
bility. To check this resistance simply measure its resistance value, feeding it with a current
of maximum 2 A.

CAUTION. - The engine being stopped and the light switch set to position 1, if the generator
battery charge tell-tale lamp remains extinguished, ascertain, between other items, that the firing
coil additional resistance be not grounded. A similar check is to be performed if, when engine
is running, at a speed rate in excess to the one bringing the cut-out relay interruption, such a
generator tell-tale lamp is being relit.

If the Starting switch lever is being set at position 2 and engine may be started and as such a
lever is freed the engine starts, the foregoing resistance should be checked for interruption.
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Threads for connection to engine . , mm 14 X » T
Electrode sap - - ~ - - - . . . . . . . . . mm as-as (s.n1s'1~0.o2ss in.)

We suggest to remove the sparking plugs at 100 -150 hours of work, to ascertain their func-
tioning, to clean and adiust the electrode gap.

However, as irregular engine operation is being experienced, owing to various troubles and
particularly to erroneous carb-uration or lubrication, also the spark plugs, may Show 3 lack 0;
efiiciency.

In many cases, as the Spark plugs have been removed and attentively inspected, it is posgiblg
to trace the engine trouble origin, thus bringing about easy repair jobs.

A scrupulous sparking plugs cleaning, and their electrical test, before reinstallation can be
perform-ed only by an authorized Service Station.

- Incrusted spark plugs ,or simply dirt ones, are flrstly completely cleaned by a powerful sand
iet; follows a cleaning, using gasoline iniected under pressure; and finally an air jet, to dry the
spark plugs.

Additionally, the check of electrode-gap would then take place and adjustment to 0.5 - 0.6 mm
(6.019?-0.0236 in.) gap is essential.

In addition a test is performed of the various spark plug components sealing: i.e. the body,
the insulator, and the central electrode. The spark plug should be screwed up to the test bench,
and pressure air used to check if small bubbles are appearing to the outer surface of the spark
plug as it is wet with petroleum.

Lastly the spark plug is tested under pressure on the relevant device.
The spark plug under test is screwed into the hole corresponding to its thread measures

and completely tightened. After, the compressed air is actuated in order to rise air pressure up
to 7-8 kg/cmi (psi. 100-114). The electrical circuit is then inserted, With the cable terminal of
the device connected to the spark plug terminal, and depressing the high-voltage coil control-
switch push-button. If the spark plug is efficient, a series of strong sparks between electrodes,
should be observed, through the rnagnifiylng lens eye~piece. _

Should the spark be defective, the discharges would take place between the spark gap,
located inside the device. Such a case requires the spark plug replacement.

IGNITION SY5T£N\ SPEC'|FiCATlONS

IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR
Assembling (keying) initial advance . . 0°
Centrifugal automatic advance . . . . 24°i2"
Breaker contacts pressure . . . gr 550150 (oz.19.4x1.8)
Contacts gap . ,. , . . . . . . . . . . . . mm {l.45~l-0.03 (0.fl177+(l.0012in.)
Insulating resistance between terminals and grounding at

508 V direct current . -= . . . . . . . . . M-ohm >10
Condenser capacity at 50-1:000 Hz . . . . . . . . micro-F I115-0.20
Condenser insulating resistance at 109°C (212°F) and at

106-V direct current . . . . . . . . . .
Revolving shaft bush-lubricant. using screw-grcaser . .
Camshaft lubricant . . . . . . . . . . .

M-ohm/Inicro-F >1
grease FIAT Iota 3
oil FIAT VE

IGNITION COIL
Primary ohmic resistance at 2ll°:5°C (68i41°F) . . . .
Secondary ohmic resistance at 20°+5°C (68i41°F) . . .
Insulating resistance between coil and grounding, at 180°C

(212°F) and 500V direct current . . . . . . .
Firing coil additional resistance . .

ohm 11-15
ohm 3009 - 11008

M»0hm 259
ohm 6-_-‘:0.-4
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SPECIFICATIONS AND V
E N G i N E

105.615Type . . . . . . ,
Four stroke Otto cycle . .
Cylinder number . . . . . 4
Crankshaft journal supports . . 3
Piston diameter and stroke . . mm 821190
Total cylinder capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . cu. cm. 1901
Compression ratio . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . 7.5
Maximum output, with air cleaner, Without fan and exhaust

mufier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HP 39 (1)
Maximum output corresponding speed rate . . R.P.M. 2509
Maximum torque . . . . . . . . . Kgm 11.3
Maximum torque speed-rate . . . . R.P.M. 1686
Engine Weight (without lubricant) . . Kg 200

Timing.

Valve in head, controlled by tappets, push rods and rocker arms, actuated from the camshaft
10° before T.D.C.beginning . . .I k . . . . . . . . . .“ta 8 end. . . . 51°after soc

beginning . . 48°beforeB.I).C
Exhaust‘ ' ' ' 'end. . . . . 11'=after 'r.1;>.c
Cold engine clearance between rocker arms and both intake

and exhaust valves, for timing purposes . . . . .
Cold engine clearance between rocker arms and both intake

mm 0.45

(in. 3.23 x 3.54)
(cu. in. 116)

(It-lb. 35)

(lb. 441)

(in. 0.0177)

and exhaust valves for actual engine operation . . . . _ mm 0.15 (in. 0.8059)

Feeding.
~— OZ fuel: by diaphragmed feed pump, actuated by timing camshaft; Solex C 26 NI-I anti-ice

horizontal carburetor, with starting priming device; bowl filter between tank and feed pump
W» Of air: through oil bath air cleaner fitted with centrifugal cleaner.
Hourly consumption, during operation . . . . . . . liter 5.3-7 (p.t.s. G. B. 11-12)

SOLEX C 26 NH carburetor specification

26
21
1.25
0.60
1.25

Body diameter . . . . . . . . . mm
Choke diammeter . . . mm
Main jet diameter . mm
Idle jet diameter . . . mm
Emulsion air jet diameter . _ mm
Needle valve seat diameter _ mm 1.30
Float diameter . . . . . 111111 26
Float Weight. . . gr 10.5

Speed governor.

(in.
(in.
(in.
(in.
(in.
(in.
(in.
(oz.

1.02)
0.33)
9.049-)
0.9236)
0.049)
0.0-51)
1.02)
0.37)

Centrifugal weight, mechanicai, operating at all speed rates, and fitted to generator armature
shaft rear extension.
Engine idling maximum speed rate . . r.p.m_2650-2788
Engine idling minimum speed rate . . r.p.In. 488- 500

(1) Less 5% toierance being admitted on max. output,

1

3,‘.““;V;.*l?.-,*1V'v-m.,V.-..rV.< ..l,
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Lubrication.

Pressure-feed lubficafign, by gear pump, controlled by timing-shaft. Oil cleaning by plug»
type shunt replaceable-filter. Oil pressure-gauge, located on the dashboard.
Setting~valvVecalibration pressure. . . . . . . . . kg/cm” 3-3.5 (p.s.i.-42.7-119.8)

Cooling.

Centrifugal pump Water circulation, With vertical tube radiator, four blade fan and thermo-
stat fitted to the cylinder head outlet. Remote-control-thermometer, for Water temperature
check and radiator partializer, optionally.

Exhaust.

With downward body silencer or optionally, directed upwards.

Starting.

Electrical motor and FIAT E 115-3/24 electromagnet. " »~

Firing.

Marelli distributor with automatic advance . . S 69 C
Original advance . . . . . . . . . 0° '£'.D.C.
.5ut0ma§ipM;_advance . . . . . . . . . . 24°:@;2°

;'Marel1icoilj.. . . . . . . . . . . . V24
 W_é?‘-w’ - A 4 0 ~

,_~/

Resistance in S6I‘16S to the c011 primary, for startlng. . ohm. 6
M 14-12/240 spark plugs . . . . . . . . . . Marelli CW’ 24BN
Firing order . . . . 1-3-4»2

CLUTCH

The assembly embodies two dry-single-plate clutches; one clutch controls the tractor
transmission and the other controls the power take-ofi.

Both are controlled by single pedal which during the first part of its run, disengages the
transmission, and during the residual run disengages the power take-oif when actuated by the
engine.

TRANSNHSSKON

; Speed

1
L

gear ratio
Change speed Speed ratio Maximum speed

bemoan engine 1
and wheeis ?V ' ' ' ' "

sked tractor (water
tyres), and driver

, Km/h M.P.!-I. Kg. 0; iiiiiiiiiiff
r l,l l

1st
2nd

} 3rd
‘ 4th

3 51311
1 6th
‘ lst REV

2nd REV

10.663
5.901
3.749
2.938
1.625
1.032
7.263
2.800

zsstss as L4
130.216 4.2 2.5
s2.1ss 6:1 l 4.2
54.841 U 0.5 5.3
35.073 15.4 s.s
22102 202 15

160.349 3.4 2.1
44.15} ‘ 12.5 7.8

Kg. '
1500 (1)
1500 (1)
1500 (1) ‘
1200

650
400

lb.
3380
3308
3300
2640
1430

880

lMaximum traction efiort with bells-I
baliasted intoi

P

(1) Limited by adhesion.
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Epicyclic reduction gear ratio . . . .

Rear axle and final drive reduction ratio

Bevel gears ratio . . . . . . - .
Final drive ratio . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total reduction ratio (bevel gears and final drives) . .

TYRES

Front type sizes . . . . . . . .
Front tyre maximum inflating pressure . .
Rear tyre sizes . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . on soilRear tyre I'I13.XlEI1l1II1 inflating pressure §
on road

STEERING

Gioboidal-screw and roller
. . . . Without brakes .Minimum steermg I'8.dlllS . . g .

with brakes . .

BRAKES

3.631

3.917
5.636
22.076

6.00-16 in.
Kg/cznz 2.5
11-28 in.
Kg/cm? 0.8
Kg/-cm? 1.2

..::. .. :1“~:<fvt<**"<v:-“'ze=:::;'=;e»- 1:3" f~.:»."»I‘;¢ 3=i.=»1- V:-9:1-=1.~'».".:1»='*=~

(p.s.i. 36)

(p.s.i. 11)
~15 (psi.17-21)

In 3.55 (11’B”)
In 3.10 (10'2")

Band-type pedahand-hand control, acting on drums keyed to the axlashafts.
Drum outer diameter. . . . . . . . . . .
Lining band Width . .

TOWING DEVICE

Towing hook displacement on the draw plate . . .
Hook clearance from ground referred to the

three adjustable sector-positions . . %mm%mum
I1'13.XlII1UIl1

DEMENSIONS AND WEiGHTS

VVheel base
Front track

Rear tracks . .

-Q

s with draw-bar . . .
Overall maximum length with implement carrier

2 without draw-bar . .
minimum . . . .Tractor overall width . . g
maximum . .

Maximum tractor height:
—- corresponding to the steering wheel . .
—~ corresponding to the hood . . . . . . . .
Front axle ground-clearance . . . . . . . .
Tractor weight in Working order (completely refilled) .
Weight of the two front ballast-weights . . approx.
Weight of the four rear ballast~Weights . . approx.

H1111

H1111

mm
ITIIII

H1111

H1111

H1111

H1111

H1111

IHH1

IHII1

I‘I1I1'1

II'iI1'1

H111]

H1111

IHI11

210
50

660

270
550

1735
1300 ~ 1400 ~ 1500
1600
1200
1500
1800
2895
2865
2810

1550

2450

11155
1405
405

kg 1330
kg 70
kg 220

~1700
~ 1300 - 1400
— 1600 - 1700
-1900

(in.
(in

(in.

(in
(in

(in
(in.

(in.

(in.
(in
(in

(in

(in
(in
(in
(lb
(lb
(lb

(Ill.

8.26)
1.96)

26)

10.6)
21.7)

70.3)
51.2 » 55.1 - 59.1
63 - 66.9)
47.2 - 51.2 - 55.1
59.1 - 63 - 66.9
70.9 - 74.8)
114)
112.8)
110.6)

65)

95.5)

517)
553)
1&9)
2932)
154)
485)
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EiEC?RlC SYSTEMW)

A 24 V system. The fig. '73 diagram includes:
—~ 1 FIAT type DC 115/24/7/3D generator - Output 196 XV (armature shaft on bearings);
——~ 1 FIAT GP 1/2i/7 regulator group, with one fuse protection, 18 A;
~— 2 batteries, 12 V, 56 Ah capacity, at 28 hour discharge, connected in series;
~ 1 3 kw starting motor, with FIAT E 115-3/24 type electromagnet;
--» 1 Marelli type firing distributor, with automatic advance, type S 69 G;
—-~ 1 Marelli 24V ignition coil;
— 1 6 ohm resistance, in series with firing coil primary;
~— 4 Marelli M14-12/240 (CVV 240 N) spark plugs;
-- 1 key operated light and starting switch featuring 5 positions;
-- 1 control lever switch;
-~»- 2 head-lamps, fitted with passing-and driving and-parking-lights, respectively 45/50 W and 7 ‘W;
-» 2 rear parkingdights, With ‘NV bulb;
~— 1 dashboard illuminating lamp, and 1 generator charge tei1~tale lamp, having 7W bulb;
-- 1 numbenpiate illuminating iamp, having 7 W’ bulb:
- 1 two-pole current socket; ‘ "
-~ 1 fuse box, with BA fuses, for electric system protection;
—~ 1 hooter (optional) protected by one 8 A. fuse;
—~ 1 rear lamp, 100 mm (3.94 in.) diameter, provided of spring suspension, and of embodied

switch, fitted with 50 W’ bulb (optional).

(*) The listed components refer to the complete tractor suppiy.

ATTACHMENTS

§ower take-off.

Fitted internally to cover rear transmission, may be directly driven by engine crankshaft,
or by gearbox.

jndjpendent pgvveg with engine running at maximum
take-off speed g speed rate . . . . . . . R.P.M. 625

With engine running at 2160 R.P.M. R.P.M. 540

Speed of the power take-oft synchronized to the gearbox:
R.P.M./1n of tractor displacement, about . . . . . 3.8

Shaft diameter . . . . . . . . . 1 3/8"

Belt pulley.

It may be rotated either clockwise or counter-clockwise, according to the assembling posi-
tion; controlled by a lever.
Maximum power . . . . Cv 35 (1)
Maximum speed rate . . R.P.M. 1369
Peripheral speed . . in/sec 17
Pulley diameter . . mm 250
Face . . . . . . . . . . mm 150
W'eigl1t (Without lubricating oil) . . . kg 26.5

Draft-controi and position-control hydrczulic: Bit.

Actuated by hydraulic pump, having embodied tank, and controlled by
Hydraulic gear pump . . . . . . . . . . . type
Ratio between engine crankshaft and hydraulic pump

spindle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:1

(1) A tolerance of less 5% is admitted on maximum engine output.
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Output, with oil at 60°C (14fl°F} .

Pressure limiting valve calibration .
Lift-cylinder diameter .
Capacity . . . . . - . - . . ~ - -

Implement 1i.fti11g~arms end maximum displacement
Implement lifting arm end maximum lifted weight .
Lifting eifective capacity
Lifting time (engine running at 2500 R.P.M.) . . .
Weight of lifter with pipes and pump (without oil)

at kg/cm? 1513
lts/min 20

REPLENISHMENT TABLE

kg/cm” 150
mm 85
cm“ 508
mm 580-600

. kg 85
kgm 580

. sec 3

. kg 85

r
at p’.$.i. 2134'
pts./mi1:1’35 “

(1l>.s.i. 2134)
(in. 3.35)
(C11. in. 30.5)
(in. 22.8-23.6)

0 (lb. 1879)
(ft-lb. 3600 approx.)

(lb. 187)

Replenishment item 1‘ Quantity Replenishment type

i

Cooling system

Fuel tank

Engine sump (‘Fiter and lines inciuded)
Engine sump (only)

Air cieaner
Gear box and transmission
Final drives (each)

Steering box

Front wheeis (each)

Pressure grease fitting

Bait pulley

Hydrauiic lift

Firing distributor

Distributor camshaft

Generator W “

Governor

Starting motor (Free wheel)

Its. 10 (imp. gall. 2.2)
i

its.

ks
ks:

ks
kg
kg

kg

kg 3.2 (qts. 3.1)

Water ( *)

i 39 (qts. 34) i Gasoiine

‘IO
5.450 (qts. 5.3) HAT oHSv| (SAE 20) from -.1s"c to 0": (5°F 10 32°F);
4.500 (qts, 4.4) (VN (SAE 30) from o"c to 30°C (s2°.= to saw‘!

VE

0.55 (qis. 0.54) Use engine sump oil _i
12.5 (qta. i2) FIAT oi! A QO {SAE 90} i
i.45 (qts. 1.4) FIAT oil A T46 (SAE i40)

___ FIAT oil A 90 (SAE 90) under -»-10°C ('i4°F}
FIAT oil A 1

—— FIAT grease G9

1 —— FIAT grease G 9 I

‘ ; FIAT Oi! A 90 (SAE 90) under ---40°C (wr) E‘0.33 2 . 0.3) 1 - »(°" i grim on A 140 (SAE 140) above _1o°c (i4°F) ;
Hydrauiic Fl

FEAT grease

FEAT oii VE

FEAT grease

HAT grease

HAT grease

W (SAE TU) under -15°C (5%) 1

(SAE 50) above 30°C (8{;°F)

\i
40 (SAE 140) above —-10°C (i4°F) ‘

i

AT oi! AP 50

Jota 3

(SAE 50) |

Jota 3

G9

Jota 2/M I
._ ___ Wl

;, |»"<\4\v.>‘_”._k H _

(*} For temperature iower than 0°C (32°F) we reccamend the use anti-freeze mixture.

' .
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ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS OF ME'FRiC DATA REPORTED IN THE HGURES

15
1

7 W 7 02.000 10 02.010 1 7027.020 :5 02.030 02.020 10 02.040 I 80.928 15 00.050 1 09.000 10 09.035
\') O0 (D7 7 5.2205 15 5.2207 0.2291 10 5.2295 jf;22é5’=5 32.2299 3.5011 :0 0.4 73.5039 to 3.5053

82.010 to 82.020 1

3.2287 to 3.2291 1 J
2555-u_25- . P- .. _

11
Fig. 23

mm '4 4’ 448.000 to 47.975 30.000 to 29.979 40.0 0 10 3.060 47.040 to 7.060 30.020 :0 30.050

...; _| _| G3in. 1.8893 to 1.8888 . ~81 to 1.1 03 1.8913 20 1.8921 1.8520 1:0 1.8528 1.1819 to 1.1831

mm 117.000 10 46.975
._..1---...

Fig. 25

in. 1.8504 to 1.8494 I M
__-I

mm_ 0.905 15 9.000 14.900 10 15.0157 ~;-.023 15 9.030 as 7] 34 W 1
101, 1 0.3537 to 0.3543 0.5901 to 0.5912 0.3552 in 0.3558 1.50 J 1.34 W7

Fig. 28

1.. . -.-_._..__._..._...-..- .__T_._..,:... . . _
' mm. 25.996 to 25.978 I 26.003 to 26.021 20.020 '10 20.072 l

in. 1.0235 to 1.0223 1 1.0237 to 1.0244 0.7882 to 0.7902

1 Fig_ 3-S

— —— _ ._._ __1

31.623 to 31,877 28.448 20 28.7023
1.2450 to 1.2550 1.1200 to 1.300

__3_3 2.3 ..o 1°Ln LA to 3.5

0.09 to 0.10 0.12 15 0.14
mm 0.5

in. 0.0127 ' 1

' 2.31 YO 2.30 47.655 10 47.073 02.900 E0 03.000

En. W””W10.0171 15 0.093 1.0752 15711077771 1 1712:7705 10 2.4003
>1 7 1 1.815 151.022 05.507 KW 5

11111. 0.0715 10 0.0717 *2 if 2.6255 0.20 WW 2

_..._...€.

2.. Q - Id D

25.997 to 26.000 51.333 to 51.346 7 120.715 to 28.753 1 25.996 10 25.990

1.0235 to 1.0236 2.0210 to 2.0215 1.1305 to 1.1320 1.0235 to 1.0232

1‘ mm 1.0135 15 1.0224 24.790 10 25.050 1
3.‘ 0.07140 to 0.07175ii’ 0.9762 to 0.9862

1 mm .. 25.-55.1. **?.2B.-W I
1 in. 1.1200 15 1.1290

J7_ Q1 7
Fig. 4'1

mm 81.94 to 81.95 $1.95 ta B1,‘?-5 81.96 to 81.97 |:*-01.97 to 81.98 3.035 to 3.050

111- N 3.2260 to 3.2264 3.2260 to 3.2268 3.2263 tn 3.2272 3.2272 to 3.2270 0.1195 ‘£0 0.1201

mm 3.015 to 3.030 3.957 to 3.972 25.982 to 25.988 0.20 to 0.35 3.180-5* 10 3.420

iirh 0.1187 to 0.1193 0.1558 to 0.156 1.0229 to 1.0231
1 5 0...... 0 .0 O79 tr: 0.0138 0.1252 10 0.1346

mm W 2.973 to 2.990 3.911 to 3.937 3.251 to 3.556
----.- 25.996 to 25.990

0.1172 to 0.1177 0.1540 to 0.1550 0.1280 to 0.1400 1.0235
iii

to 1.0232

56 K
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{F0§lows: Engiish equivalents cf? metric: data reported in the figures)

~

Fig. 40
Y . .

___.-1
37.961 :0 30.000 12.00010 12.109 ‘

=11-\_ 0.4764 to 0.4803 1.4970 to 1.4995 0.4742 lo 0.47-4 (D Y-4°45 iv 1-4961 0.4750 10 0.4707
H.955 to 11.967 32.900 10 33,053

‘ i¢q_ 1.2909 to 1.2898 0.4731 to 0.4741 0.13724 to 0.47"! \|
.,..........

0.4707 10 0.4711” 1.2953 to 1.2972

mm 37.961 to 38.0DG ......._-1

.111. 7___1.4045 11> 1.4961 _

mm 7’ 12.100 10 12.200 l 30.025 10 00.007 12.045 10 12.0150

“mm 32.700 10 02.700 ‘ 12.010 to 12.043 12.000 to 11.002

-__-

. Fig. 70
11
‘L .. .
‘mm 20:13 4:06 1 $1011 701000 I 1%

1 in.
.. .11‘

0.00 10 0.12 0.10 11> 0.2»: L 0.24 10 0.43 3.07 10 3.15 1 F
$0.44

-.1;

1
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TRACTOR 411 Rb REPAFR TOOL LIST

Catalogue N0. 1 Item 1
Page Fig.

‘A 6191]-22 1 Piston ring disassembling and assembling pli6I'S . \
1

‘ARR 3315 ifiotary stand. . . . . . . ;

‘A 010021 1 Flywheel bearing puller . . . . . . ,1
“U U33’?/A/B 1 Rocker arm control cam seat reamer . . .

‘M 110

‘.111 313030

{U 312017

1 ENGINE 1
A 217973 ‘ Wrench for thermometer bulb end disassembling . 1

ARR 117005/bis ‘ Engine lifting sling . .

A 117004/his i Clamps fastening engine to stand . ‘

A4}.3fl5'5 1Valve tappet puller. . . . . . . .

A 313613 \ Sleeve to engine crankcase assembling tool . 1

C 313012

Portable reamer. . . . . 1

A 517021 Engine sleeve lapping machine . . . .

A 117139 Valve seat spindle and mill equipment box . g

‘Valve spring removal tool. . . . . .
l

A 217828

A 313009 Valve guide disassembling punch . . 1

A 313031 1 Valve guide metallic brush . . .

l Valve guide reamer . .

A11-£81 ?Valve universal grinder . . . . . . .

A 313046 Valve-to-rocker-arm clearance acliustrnenl: wrench . 1

A. 542350/D 1 Crankshaft extender for actuating rotation . . 1

C 731 5 Parallels for checking the crankshaft journals . .

Parallels for the static balance check of crankshaft 3C 732

p Device for checking connecting rod alignment: pi- ‘
‘ stonassembled. . . . . . . . . .

C 517023

~
A 722763/D Spark plug disassembling device . .

§Piston pin hole expansible reamer . . . . . p

517011 Straight edge checking liner projection . . . .

1A 1065!} 1 Piston ring refitting device . . . . . 27-28
1 1C . . . . . 1 43

0
0

9-43
0143
10-45
10-4,3
10-ii;

12
I Sleeve checking ring gauge . . . . $1343-37

14-15

16-17

14-16

14-16

16

16-17

17-46

20

21

21

25

25

28
VA 313018/bis p Band for introduction of pistons into liners . . . 137-2343 5

5

8-9

8-9

11

11

37

. 16

2-8-21-

1 20

1 2'7

1 69

; 32

33

4 39

4-4

1 44
45

l 64

22

l

1
\
l1

1
I
\
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A 117069

A 217043

A 711063

A 711063/A
A 117063

AR-R 2204

ARR 2221

in 0321
i
A 137003

A 537105

A 735008

A 287033

U B11914

U 511916

A 137010

A 187014

A 197016

C 197015

A 127050

A 127051

A 517007
--Q

A 197032

,l__l_,_:;_

A 197035

960703

A 928251

A 711169

A 611108

Starting motor fastening to crankcase nut Wr

Governor tie-rod adjustment tool . . .

TRANSMISSION AND ATTACHMENTS (1)

Central clutch assembling and disassembling
adjusting device. . . . . . . .

Central clutch assembling and disassembling

Flywheel clutch centering and adjusting tool

Engine Rotary stand . .

Rotary stand support .

Reverse-gear bush reamer . . . . . .

Gearbox primary and secondary shaft fitted
oil seal gasket assembling tool . . .

Universal puller. . . . . .

Longitudinal tie-rod lever puller . . . .

Differential lock control spring assembling tool

Planets bushes expansion reamer .

Steering box shaft bush reamer .

Central bevel-gears adjustment too] .

Side final drive gear stop . . .

Hydraulic lift adjustment lever .

Hydraulic lift go-not-go gauge . . . . .

Regulation group resistances assembling tool

Regulation group calibration tool . . . .

Series of punches for riveting . . . . .

Hydraulic lift check valves assembling series

Hydraulic lift oil pressure check fitting . .

Punch . = 5

Punch . .

T wrench 46-55 .

TWrencl136~41. . . . . . .

and

tool

with

i i

4'7 ~ 49 72

68 \ 89
i65 1 84

68 90-91

70 - 7'7 93 - 105

78-77 ; 93-106
73 l ——

74 192

33 115

66 86

77 107

78 —-

87 —

80 112 - 113

83 116

155 191

154 -

124 _-

125 —

85 -

151 182

153 188

71 -

71 —

77 ‘ -
77 1 -—

1

» ';=,s:.:;z¢.:=:<:,= »-1,; .32»

i
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(1) Pages a d iiiustraiions concerning locals listed in this section refer to material of the 1:Overi1aui and Repair instructions»
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